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DRY PERIOD DAMAGES PASTURES BADLY
t District One Demo
Women Hold Lunch

Camporee To
Be Held This
Weekend
The Scout Camporee will be held
at the Fairground in Mayfield, Ky.,
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, October 18. 19. and 20 starting at 430
Friday and ending with devotional
services on Sunday morning.
All Boy Scout Troops and Explorer
Units are invited to Camp and participate the entire weekend. All Cub
Scouts are invited to attend and
participate in the Cub Scout activities Saturday afternoon and also
to stay or the Campfire program
Saturday evening.
The program will consist of campBACK TO RUSSIA IN SWAP-Arraigned last July as Russian
ing, demonstrations and activities
spies. Ivan D Egorov, 41, and his wife, Aleksandra, 39, are
fur the Boy Scout Troops, activities
driven to New York's International Airport for a flight to
for Cub Scouts. On Saturday afterRussia following their release In a U.S.-Russian swan
noon the Explorers will participate
• in a rifle rriatch, which will be in
preparedness for the National Explorer Rifle match, which is conducted annually by the National
Rifle Association for all Explorers.
— -Mrs Herbert Coyle Jones died at
Saturday evening starting at 8:30
pm there will be a camp-wide her home in Detroit, Mich., on
campfire program for all boys and Tuesday at 2 p. ni following an exvisitors. Parents and friends are tended illness She wa.s 49 years of
invited to attend the activities and age and the former Miss Evelyn
KENTUCKY
DAM
VILLAGE
qampfire to see their boys in action. Lamb of Murray. Her church memSTATE PARK - Awards were preSunday morning the Protestant bership was at the Fundamental
sented for outstanding leadership
services will be conducted by Rev. Baptist Church in Detroit.
and directors and district chairmen
The survivors include her husGilbert, Pastor of the First Presbywere elected last week as the Bear
terian Church, Mayfield. on the band; her, father and stepmother,
Creek Girl Scout Council held its
camporee grounds at 8:30 am. The Mr. and Mrs. Gus Lamb of Murray;
111th annual meeting
boys of Catholic faith will attend bwo. daughters, Mrs. Bettijane Holt
The meeting Tailored a dinner in
services at the St. Joseph's Catholic and Miss Jennifer Jones of Dethe lodge dining room
troit. Mben.; four sisters, Mrs. Ge-_
Church in Mayfield.
-Enterialannerst- in the form of -aAn Adventure Camporee patch wile nails Mier &DI 1111a.1
Kuyicenpulipet show was put on by Troop
be awarded each Boy Scout, Cub dall d*ado. Pis., Mrs. Vivian
80 of Lone Oak.
Scout and. Explorer in,ataendancea
and
Officers elected were . third doe
Ribbons will be awarded to the out- a
5.11=1 3le Murray;
lliraMeg1
president, ears. Everett Outland,
• standing Oamporee Troops, also rec- Ism brothers, Ivan Lend of Sapulpa,
Murray. secretary. Mrs Don Creed-Okla.. and Charles Ian* of Stuarts
ognition for unit gateways.
lug. Paducah; treasurer, Robert LeDraft, Va.; two stepsisters. Mrs.
vin, Paducah.
Ernestine Bucy of Murray and Mrs.
District chairmen elected were:
Paula Sowell of Fairbanks, Alaska.
Fultoneelickman. Mrs. Herbie Hunt,
Funeral arrangements are incomFulton; Mayfield - Graves, Mrs.
plete, but friends may call at the
Prank Kolb. Jr., Mayfield: MaseacJ H Churchill Funeral Home.
Pope, Mrs. Virgil 0. Decker, MetroMOREHEAD, Ky. an - Demopolis; Park District, Mrs. Rairnon
cratic candidate for governor EdEby. Paducah_
ward T Bretthitt Jr., maintaining
Members of the board of directa "college a day," campaign acheors are: ,Marshall Nemer. Paducah;
* dule, today told students at MoreMrs. Robert Palmer, Metropolis;
head State that the problems of
S. E. Parrish, Benton: Otis Crutcheastern Kentucky are those of all
field, Fulton; George Bailey. PaduUnited Press International
Kentucky-only more so-and recah; Don Crecelius, Paducah, Mrs.
quired long-range solutions,
Sam Beeman, Murray; Mrs. C. S.
High Yesterday
82
Devine. Calvert City, and Mrs. Dav48
Breathitt said that while at East- Low Yesterday
id Gold, Paducah.
51
ern Kentucky State College Wed- 7:15 Today
Members of the nominating cxxnKentucky Lake: 7 a m 3647,
nesday he had discussed a fivemittee are Maurice Steinfeld, Papoint program of immediate aid, a down 0. 1: below dam 3n12, up ducah, and Mrs.
Everett Golightly,
long-range program was needed to 0.6: Barkley Dam 302.5, up 0 2 in Mayfield.
meet the area's needs, some of which 24 hours.
Ennrise 6.06. sunset 5:18.
le he said were unique solutions.

Arrangements Not
Complete For Funeral

•

a

Breathitt Makes
A College A Day

Weather
Report

He said the present state administration had made progress on such
a program through the efforts of
Gov. Bert Combs and his special
assistant. John Whisman He said
these efforts soon would be crowned by creation of a federal Appalachian Agency.

---Western Kentucky - Mostly
sunny and continued mild today and
Friday. Fair and cool again tonight.
High today in the middle 80s Low
tonight near 50.

Temperatures at 5 a. m (Etna:
Louisville 48, Lexington 45, CovThe Democratic candidate also ington 46. Paducah 49, Bowling
suggested that he planned to find Green 44, London 37, Hopkinsville
a place in the state government for 49, Huntington, W. Va., 44 and EvCombs.
ansville. Ind., 44.

SAYS IT'S EASY-Richard Miller, 21, University of Texas
law student, gives you a merry smile from his car in Austin. Tex., and mays driving is may for him. He was born
with short stubs for arms and legs, but says that the eagle
stump that can hold a pencil can turn the steering wheeL
His father rigged those long metal pipes which enable him
to operate the accelerator and brakes. -

Bear Creek
Council Meets

The District 1 Democratic Women's Luncheon was held Oct. 16 at
the Hotel Irvin Cobb In Paducah.
Every county in the firs/ district
was represented by a large delegation. Honored guests were Mrs. Edward T. Breathitt and Mrs. Harry
Lee Waterfield.
Those from Calloway County attending were Mead a mes Ruth
Weaks, Ludie Thornton. Evelyn
Parker, Sally Crass. Lois Sparks,
Heloise Roberts, Charlotte Stubblefield. Marie Holton. Mary Roberts,
Frank Roberts. Mary Moore Lassiter,
Addle Scott, Evon Burt, Ruth Lassiter, Freda Butterworth, Betty Nelson. Martha Windsor. Anna Lou
Jones.
Emma Lee Rogers. Janie Young.
Ethel Miller, Jo Cram. Debuts Hill.
Sins Richardson, Millie Nall. Bun
Swann, Ruth Ragera, Earl Adams,
Hill Adams. Emma Jo Adams, Garnett Adams, R. C. Sheridan, Virginia
Scott, and Sylvia Millet'.

NunnCalls Ned
"Complete Phony"

Letter to the Editor

Mrs. Wolfson Has
on
Exhibit
1 iVm.k

Mrs. Emily Wilson Wolfson, of
the Murray State College art faculty, has an exhibit of her weavDear Sirs:
ing at the Evansville Museum of
Prom 'way down in l'eras, I am Arts and Science
attempting to locate descendants of . The exhibit. opened Oct. 4 and
Dr. Robert Spillsby Coleman who will continue through Oct. 27. Belived in your town in the 1870's. I ing shown with Mrs. Woldfson's
understand he had a son, James H., weaving is an exhibit of sculpture
OP) W3S an attorney in Murray: a, by Nicholas Vergette, of the Sousun, John Robert was a doctor in thern Illinois University faculty.
Mrs. Wolfson has won numerous
Paducah, and Thomas E. was a
awards for her searing. one of
metchant in Princeton.
If you or perhaps some of your which was the top award in the
reader: should know of members of 1961 Craft Exhibit at the Evansville
any of these families. I would ap- Museum, for a mixed fiber wall
preciate very much hearing of them.' hanging. This wa hanging is now in
the museum's p manent collection.
Valet; you very much.
Mrs. Woltam rew up in HenderSincerely,
(Mrs Tills Lindsey son. attended Newcomb College,
and 'Received h
M. A. from Louisiana State Ui ersity. She was the
recipient of a
holarship entitling
her to a year n Europe which she
spent student
with Leger in Paris.
8he also s ent several months
studying in Finland and the Scandinavian countries.
The Ledger ek Times
Murray, Ky.

i

Scouters Will
Hold Meet Tonight

The District Conunatee of the
Chief Chennubby District, Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of America
will meet tonight at the Methodist
Church. Benton. starting at 7:30
p. m.
This meeting is for all committeemen of the District and Institutional
Representatives of the, Sponsoring
Organizations, The purpose of this
meeting is to plan a constructive
program of activities for all Scouting Units.

&
Jetton
Wlter
New Board Member

Nunn castigated Democratic candidate Ildward T. Breathitt as "a
eathpiete phony.- who he sam has
e Walter C. Jetton, retired prinolps1
"turned to wild promises and fake of Tilghman High School in Paduclaims."
cah. was named today as a member
Nunn said that in a Monday of the State Board of Education
night telecast Breathitt. "Promised Jetton will succeed George Hart who
this and promised that, even pro- resigned to accept a position on the
mised to chase the bugs and mos- Murray State College Board of Requitoes out of the woods" He said gents.
to keep all the Breathitt promises
Jetton served 3e5 years as prinwould requi're doubling of Ken- cipal at Tilghman and was recomtucky's $1.5 billion biennial budget mended by the Western Kentucky
School Administrators Association
MAN
SEASON ENDS
American Red Cross volunteers
are needed to bring cheer and a
bright touch into hospitals and institutions. Their willing help brings
joy to many hearts-makes long
hdurs pass more cauckly. If you can
serve as a Gray Lady in your hospital call your Americari Red Cross
-753-1421.

The primary damage in Callo- burning out of doors and Wade
way County from the 15 days with- Roberts, local fire guard cautioned
out rain will be in the area of against any outside burning at all,
pastures, cover crops and small especially in areas outside the city
grains, according to County Agent limits.
S. V. Foy.
Field fires can easily get out of
"Even a good rain would not control and get into valuable timhelp now" Foy said. -because the ber land, he said
Precautions are being taken over.
loss of pasture over the past sevthe entire state during the excesseral weeks cannot be replaced."
Foy said that the dried 'up paet- ively dry period to prevent forest
urelane Ins caused farmers to start fires.
Woodlands haw been closed to
using silage and hay earlier than
they nortially do: which could cause the publican several states. Campa shonag - et forage in the spring. fires and other open burning near
Men iMte effect of the forests have been banned in others.
An
•
---It it milk production
drouela
Fires smouldered and flared today
has fallen off in the dairy herds of
the county. Foy continued, He said across the drought-stricken eastern
that an estimated 10 per cent drop . half of the nation.
Precious water supplies continued
In milk production has occurred due
to &spindle.
to the loss of pastures.
The U. S. Weather Bureau preThis willmean a`aentinueci drop
during the winter months, he said. dicted -substantial rains" would
FOY said that the long 35 days wash out the costly dry spell in
without rain prevented proper germ- the Midwest and Great Plains durination of small grains, grasses and ing the next 30 days.
But the dry weather, which has
other cover crops, which would normally provide winter forage, some turned New England forests and
hay, and a cover crop for the land Allegheny timberland into tinder
The progress report on the new
boxes, was expected to continue
during the winter months.
- Murray Hospital for the week of
Popcorn and field corn is about along the ,Eastern Seaboard.
October 7-11 was released today.
The effects of the summer-long
90 per cent harvested, he said, beThe weather was fair to partly
cause the dry weather caused quick drought were beginning to be felt
cloudy with a low of 54 and a high
mattering. The corn crop yield was not only in fire-destroyed woodof 85.
nds and fields, but in burnt-out
shortened by a dry April and July,
Carpenter,continued to set curb
pa decreasing milk supplies and
Foy continued. then the current
forms out in the parking areas of
dry period caused faster maturing th closing of schools,
the hospital. Plastering on the first
ny small towns were asked to
of the corn.
floor continued and men worked on
With corn all coming in at once, con rve water. Rivers, creeks, lakes
the recessed venetian blind assemells dried up. Water crisis
local popcorn buyers have been and
bly on fourth floor. The installation
overloaded and an actual box car loome in other cities
of the acoustical tile ceiling is unshortage has occurred over the naI
.
derway and brick laying continues.
tion. Normally the popcorn and
Plumbers working in mechanical
field corn matures over eperiod of
building and electricians working
time and is moved out as it is ready
on first floor and outside lights.
for purchase. This year however, all
Curbs poured. Men working on
Of the corn was ready for sale at the
elevator. Painting of doors and
same time, forming a serious shortwalls behind heating units underage of transportation facilities and
way. Plumbers working on boilers
overworking buying stations.
and heating units. Lathing being
Sorghum in the county apparentdone on first floor.
The honor rol for Kirksey Elely is not damaged, since the syrup
Wire being pulled by electricians in the sorghum is not ready for use mentary School has been released
to the various electrical outlets. until the top matures anyway.
by M B Rogers. prineipal of the
Roofing over the bridge being done.
An outstanding danger at the school.
Second Grade: Cynthia Robinaon,
present time other than in the agriculture field, is in the area of for- Larry Tucker, Garry Tabors, Dennis Puckett, Karen Crick, Randy
estry.
The bursting index is at an all Young, Anita Butterworth, Kathy
time high and fields, woodlands Lamb. Donna Adams, Amanda Hoke,
Darel Cain, Stacy Adams. Randy
Dr. Arthur W. Combs, professor of and forests in the county are tend- Brains-,
Paul Ross Jones, Jackie
education and psychology at the er dry.
Foresters urge extreme caution in Maeshall. David Brandon. Gale
University of Florida. will lecture
Broach, Phil McCallon. Howard
at Murray State College Friday aft'Newsome, Rodney Potts, Marian
in
ernoon
on •aSen-Realization
Outland. Dons Pierce, Janet Riley.
Teachers and Children."
Tonya Reeder, Sheila Morris, SuThe lectureawill be in the college
ante Hughes.
auditorium at 4:30 o'clock. TheachThird Grade: Vickie Bailey. Carol
ers and students of the area are
Bailey. Rebecca Burchett, Deborah
invited to be guests of the college
Crick, Karen Johnson, Teresa. Joat the lecture. No admission will be
seph. Larry Kendall, Rose Mary
charged.
Lamb, Barbara Williford. Vickie
Dr. Combs, who has written wideSanders, Marie Tratighber. Darlene
ly in psychology, education, counselOliver. Emily Ross, Sabrinia Tucker,
inn, and human relations, is well
Fourth Grade: Terry Lee. Sandra
known for his attempts to apply the
Hargrove. Dennis Burkeen, Michael
principles of human relations known
The Murray Police Department Burchett, Freddie Higgins, Rhonda
in the field of psychology to a wide participated in a one day school Black. Site Arm Adams, sherry Mivariety of human problems.
yesterday with FBI Agent Tharpe tchell. C. C. Bazzell. Kathy Hopin charge of the instruction.
kins, Vickie Gamble, Patty Greer,
Officers were given instructions
Fifth Grade: Canny Lee Locke,
on pistol firing and actual firing June Tabers Sheila Wilkerson, Jeff
practice was held.
Duke, Darlene Lawrence, Lane Majors, Kathy Lamb. Terry Broach.
Also participating in the one day
Funeral services for Ralph Smith
Sixth Grade: Carol Ann Darnell,
will be held today at 2:30 p. m at meeting were deputies W. 0. Spen- Kay Norsworthy, Elizabeth Nance,
the Max H. Churchill Funeral Home cer and Joe Green.
Debra Mitchell, Ronald Melvin, Joan
The average pistol shooting scores,
with Rev. Milton May of Arlington
Broach. Barbara Rose, Ruth Ann
involving several different distances
officiating.
Riley, Carolyn Venable. Starlyne
Smith passed away in Detroit, were as follows:
Black.
J. 0. Ewards 43: Gene Parker
Mich., on Tuesday. He is survived by
Seventh Grade: Charles Hargrove,
two daughters, Paula and Dana 85; Joe Witherspoon 64: James Anita Pendergreen, Melissa Treas,
Smith of Rndchester. Mich., three Witherspoon 81: Hardie Keno 77; Marsha Williford. Susan Young.
eons, Randy, Nathan, and Jeffrey Moselle Phillips 65: Alvin Farris Deara Russell. Paul Rosa Aileen
Smith of Rodoaester. Mich., five 75; Martin Wells 72: Brent Mann- Palmer, Julia Cavite
sisters, Mrs. Lunt A.sberry of Ar- ing 80; Joe Green 63: W. 0. SpenEighth Grade: Debbie Cooper,
lington. Mrs. Lucille Billington of cer 77.
Bobby Outland. Gail Smith. Rita
Murray, Mrs. Treva -Washer of
Patroknan Bill McDougal and Brandon, Drena Sazzell, Shirley
Sharpe. Mrs. Jewel Mesta and Mrs. Sergeant Barney Weeks participated Bazzell, Patricia Lamb, Joette Sledd.
Bertha Bastido of Detroit, Mich., in the rapid fire shooting only and Yvette Watson, Larry Cunningham.
and one brother. Autry Smith of received 'cores of 100 and 88 reMurray.
spectively.
Burial will be in the Outland
cemetery with the MAX 14. Churchill, •
Funeral Home in charge of the arrangements.
- --The Bakers Dozen Donut Shop.
located in the Chestnut Street ShopThe Murray Kiwanis Club will ping Center, held its grand operline
hold its regular weekly meeting at last aridly and Saturday.
Fred Workman is the manager of
the South Side Restaurant tonight
The Citizens Advisory Committee at 6:30 with William Boyd presid- the shop which is open seven days
a week from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. The
for Breathitt for Governor has been ing.
named by Keith Hill and Bob Miller.
Guest of the club will be the Donut shop features many varieties
They are W. C. Elkins, Jack Nors- "Singing Trio" of Murray State Col- of donuts and trust fill dumalollies.
worthy, Boody Russell. Galen Thur- lege. The trio. comprised of Denny A coffee bar is also provided for the
man, Pete Purdom, James Lasater. Kemp, Ken Keel, and E4bn Oliver convenience of the custoteers
Workman invites his many friends
Ken Harrell, Will Frank Steely, will provide musical entertainment
to visit him at the Donut Shop
J. M. Marshall, Randall Patterson, for the members.
Herman Darnell, and Cohen StubAll visiting Kiwanians are invit- shere you always get 13 donuts for
blefield.
the price of 12.
ed to attend.

1

SOMERSET, Ky. iJet
Louie B.
Nunn came to U S Sen. John
Sherman Cooper's hometown today
to seek support in his race for election as governor of Kentucky.
The Republican candidate planned to campaign through surrounding Pulaski County during the day,
then deliver a major cams:m:12n
speech at the courthouse here tonight.
speaking ai Irvine wednesiti-y,- -

SERVE FELLOW

Drop In Milk Production In
County Also Reported Here

F'RANKFORT, Ky. an - The first
phase of Kentucky's tea-stage dove
season ends on Sunday afternoon.
The second phase will open at
noon Dec. 1 and will run through
Dec. 20 with a bag limit of . 10 per
day or 20 after two "or more days
of hunting.

Kentucky Voters Have Thrce Weeks To Decide
On Two Conqitutional cluesions-On

By e'AROLE MARTIN
compensation of all Albite offices on by a convention shall take efUnited Press International
and employes."
fect and become operative, the same
FRANKFORT, Ky. Ina - KenExpand Changes Sought
shall be submitted to the qualified
tucky voters have less than three
Constitutional amendment No. 2 voters of this 'commonwealth, after
weeks to decide upon answers to' would permit five instead of two at least 90 clays notice,
and ratified
two constitutional questions on the constitutional amendments to be by a majority of those
voting."
Nov. 5 ballot, which apparently have submitted to the voters at any one
Supported By Combs
stirred. little interest although they time, would shorten the time for
The proposed amendments, sponcould have far-reaching effect.
issuing the call for a constitutiorral sored by the administration of Gov.
I Basically, the first proposed a- convention, and would require any Bert Combs, have been endorsed by
mendment removes the statutory changes made at such a convention Use Kentucky Farm Bureau, the
limit on certain state salaries and to be ratified by a vote of the peo- Kentucky League of Women Voters
leaves it to the legislature 'to de- ple.
and the Louisville Chamber of Comtermine the, wage ceiling, while the
Under present statute, two suc- merce.
second amendment calls for a three ceeding legislatures must agree to
Opposition to constitutional a-part change which would make it call a constitutional convention and mendment No. 2 on the ground that
easier to amend or rewrite the a third then issues the call. The It is -Communist inspired" was anKentucky Constitution.
proposal on next month's ballot nounced by Kentucky Heritage, Inc.,
Under Section 246 of the state would allow a single legislature to a right-wing group.
Constitution, all elective offices ex- call a convention, and if approved
Neither the Democratic gubernacept that of governor are limited by vote of the people, the next leg- torial nominee, Edward ,T. Breathitt
to an annual salary of $12,000, all islature would issue the call.
Jr.. nor his Republican opponent,
circuit judges to $8,400; and all
And previously, the constitutional Louie B. Nunn, has taken a stand
other public officers-mainly city convention's work would be binding on the proposed amendments, aland county-to $7200.
without the people's approval.
though Nunn has indicaled a stateIn 1960 the state Court of Appeals,
If the second proposed amend- ment from him on the proposals
by a 4-3 decision, interpreted the ment is approved Nov. 5, the 1964 might be forthcoming.
statute to apply only to officials General Assembly could exercise
Breathitt, who with Jefferson
specifically named in the original independent judgment on the scope County Judge Marlow Cook, headed
constitution of 1890.
of the call.
1 the unsuccessful, non-partisan drive
Following the appellate decision,
Constitutional amendment No. 2, for a constitutional convention three
the 1902 General Assembly acted as it will appear on the ballot, years ago, said he did not think the
to remove many of the salary limi- reads:
proposed amendments should be
tations, but supporters of the new
"Shall Sections 256 and 258 of made a partisan issue.
amendment hold that the narrow the Constitution of Kentucky be
Breathitt said he would consider
-vote ruling could be reversed by amended to: I. Permit not more signing c joint endorsement with
a iater court and that even now the than five amendments to be voted Nunn if it was drawn up by a nonpay of constitutional officers re- upoh at any one time; 2. Eliminate partisan organization.
mains restricted.
the requirement that the next GenCook said he saw some danger in
Constitutional amendment No. 1, eral Assembly shall in like manner the proposals being on the ballot
as it will appear on the ballot, concur in a law passed by the Gen- if they had no organized support,
reads:
eral Amembly to take the sense or since it would be five years before
"Shall Section 246 of the Con- the state as to the necessity and they could come up again if they
stitution of Kentucky be amended expediency of revising or amending fail to pass next month.
so as to provide that the General the Constitution; 3 Require that
Combs feels the proposed amendAssembly shall limit the maximum before any Constitution agreed up(Continued on Page 6)
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Punt, Pass And
Kick Winners

LEDGER • TLIILEs FILE

Max Workman, eight year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Workman of near Lynn Grove, was stricken with
poliomyelitis on Friday and rushed to the general hospital in
Louis- I
ville.
The new A&P Tea Company grocery will open here next
Thursday to be located at the corner of South Third
and
Main Streets.
Funeral services for Hermon 0. Coursey, age 59, will
be
held today at 2 p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church.
Caretaker of the church, he was stricken there with
a stroke on
Friday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Darnell and sun, Kenny, have
returned home after a two weeks motor trip to the
western coast.

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reaL•eve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the 112111Loir,
or Public Vara items which, in our opinion, ars not foe in boa ba*rest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPPUMENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMF,R CO., 1509
Madison Ava, Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Lite Blcig.., New York, N.Yet
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranernissioo as
Second Class Matter.
SUBSCRIPTION RAT: By Carrier tu Murray, per week 20e, par
month 85e. In Calloway and &claiming counties, per year, $4.50; slimwhere, $8.00.
"The Outstanding Civic Alas! of • Community I. eh*
Integrity of its Newspaper'

/n the ten-year old age group,
the winners were: Dow K. Rynn
first place. son or Mr. and Mrs Louis
C. Ryan, 1306 Wells Blvd.. Murray:
Sammy Adams, second place, son
of Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Adams, 1004
Main, Murray; Day I d Alexander,
third place, son of Mr and Mrs.
Rex Alexander, 1330 Wells Blvd.,
Murray.

THURSDAY — OCTOBER 1, 1963

Quotes From The News

A

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
ALTADENA, Calif. — Mrs. Mat' Otero, after a 750 pound
boulder loosened by a rainstorm rolled through the wall of
her kitchen:
"Just one of those days."
•
BONN, Germany — Ludwig Erhard, West Germany's new
chancellor, in a 1948 speech announcing the end of rationing:
**Turn the people and the money loose and they will make
the country strong."
- •
WASHINGTON — Pennsylvania Gov. William W. Scranton, announcing that he will block any movement to
draft
him as a 1964 Republican presidential candidate:
-We're no longer in the Harding era where your friends
surprise you with a draft. It can't be made
without one's
knowledge."
- •
TOKYO — A spokesman from the Japan International
Goodwill Pigeon Race, when one of the 200
birds in the race
showed up at the finish line:
-We expected some of them to be intercepted by hawks.
but this was the first time the whole flight got lost."

READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER
CO. IN MURRAY

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St.

Tel. 753-3161

Ammm-o
- m•mmmmimr

Keith Brandon, 305 South 5th, Murray; James Brandon, second place,
son of Mr. and Mn. Hobert Brandon,
523 South llth, Murray; Ben Bonds,
third place, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Waned Bonds, 806 South 16th, Murlay.

FIGHT
MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY

•

Read Tile Ledger's
Classifieds

Let us snap your
RUSTY EQUIPMENT

In the eleven-year old age group.
the sinners were: Cory Lee Brandon, first place, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ILLINI TIES OHIO STATE 14-26 - Sam Price of Illinois leaps high
in first period action in a touchdown drive that left Illinois with a
half-time lead over Ohio State at Columbus. in a battle aluch saw
Buckeye Dick VanRaaphorst boot a record 49-yard field goal. Trailing late in the game. Illinois -A Ted out a 10-point deficiency in a seesaw battle before a crowd of 84-000-plu.s.

Hi Ind. Single Game Wilt, Men
Tommy McClure
231
Jim Hargrove
218
George Hodge
31143
Women Ind. High $ Game WHC
Frantic Herndon
604
Gladys Ethei•ton
560
Martha Knoth
boo
Mildred
Hodge
560
TUE EARLI 131RD LEAGUE
V.omen High Ind. Single Wilt'
Oct. HS 1963
Gladys Ktherton
205
W.
Team
Frankie Herndon
204
12
Rocke its
202
11 9 Dell Snow
i Nurgetts
TOP SIX AVERAGE, WON
10 10
Raunadudes
Martha Knoth
159
10 10
' Vends
-au .•
Mildred Hodge
149
9 U
Four Pun
her:on
146
.........
8 12 Gladys
Misfits
Jean McClure
144
Hi Team 3 Games Scratch
Berlene Brewer
140
Ramadudes
. ..... 1663
'Dell Snow
139
MI Team Game Scratch
TOP SIX AVERAGE, MEN
596
Rocketts - Ramadudes
172
' George Hodge
Hi Ind. 3 Gaines Scratch
168
512 Lee Roy Barnett
Murrelle Walker
Delmer Brewer
166
Hi In& Game Scratch
Washer
Ned
165
. 190
Murrelle Walker
Paul Ragsdale
157
Hi Team 3 Games %NC
156
X618-6o0-2218 Jack Snow
Roetetta
Hi Team Game N INC
596-200-796
Rocket ts
Hi Ind 3 Games Wilt
404-144-633
Sadie Ratc:da‘e
MI Ind. Game WHIC
190-21-230
Murrelle Walker
193-37-230
Esue Caldwe,.
Tor SIX AN &RAGE
Murrelle Walker .
...... 15111
Gladys Etherton
144
Kahle Caldssel.
149
Judy Parker
147
Jose Rowland
/39
Sadie FLig.sciale
136

--se %R1 tNs-WOLVERDIES TIE - More man
101.000 fans at Ann
Art. - •aw ttus final ,and urischeduled, action as.
in a 7-7 deadlock.
Me Mean State fullback Roger Lopes .45, shoots
a hard right at the
head of Michigan's Melyin Anthony, who had Itte: stopped
hint '7Tie
ball nestles betaeen Anthony's feet. and thy
game ended 20 seconds
later aft. r
players sere banished

In the eight-year old age group,
the wuuiers were: Joe Rang, First
place, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Reale, 503 Whitnell, Murray. Larry
Lockhart, second place, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Euei-Lockhart. 418 South
8th, Murray; Mike Oathey, third
place, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Oathey, 1415 Vine, Murray.
In the nine-year old age group,
the winners were: William Allen
McKeel, fine place. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill McKeel, 307 South 11th,
Murray: Craig Parker, second place,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Parker.
807 Sunny Lane. Murray; Ronnie
Dunn, third place, son of Mr. and
Mrs Holmes Dunn, 212 South 12th,
Murray.

•

•
Sponsored by

BANK of MURRAY

Bowling

For your Information and
Entertainment

SLEEPING
ROOMS WANTED

IRISH IVAN BOOTS 1.'Se 17-14 - Working against
• fourth period
tie at South Bend, 18-year-old Notre Darner Ken
Ivan ,87. "brings
down the thunder" with a 23-yard field goal
that beat national
champion -Southern California. 17-14. before
• Diamond Jubilee
crowd of 59.000. Tom McDonald holds as the
Massillon, Ohii sophomore kicks the Irish to sictory.

during the
INTERNATIONAL
BANANA FESTIVAL
November 4-9
Fulton, Ky.South Fulton, Tenn.

••••••,,

If you have a room or
rooms for rent during
this time please fill in
following informat 10 n
and mail to:
International Banana
Festival

•

FIGHT

Kris

AMERICA'S NO 1 CRIPPIE2

' Chaniber of Commerce
fulton, Ky. '
Name

•

St.

City
No. of Rooms
Double
Single

Nod lofty—and raft town:area'
OMNI. THE ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION

-Coat--

•
with genuine
RUST-OLEUM
Rusty? Let us do a like-new refinishing iob on your tractors or
tinier equipment-with genuine
Rust-Oleuni! Gleaming finish colors
_match OK original factory finish.
Our careful workmanship includes
thorough cleaning, first-coating
with proper Rust•Oletun prinu•rs,
and a smooth, tough
finish coat that Lists and Lists.

•

RUST-OLEUM

goys

141$11,

•

MURRAY
SUPPLY

Now five kinds of Chevrolets for all kinds of people!

MIXED DOUBLES
Oct. IS, 1963
Team
The Pour L's
14 2
The Defenders
13 3
The Rolling Pins
12 4
The Keglers
7 9I
Martin Oil
7 9
Washers
6 10 '
Story Starters
5 11
7stea• Corners
0 16
Hi Team 3 Games WPC
The Four Irs
2230
Defenders
=63
T..ng Pins
2195
HI Team Single Game Wilt
The Four Ifs
716
Defenders
771
Rolling Pine
761
HI Ind, 3 Game. Men
Tommy MoClure
622
Jack Snow
601
Lee Roy Barneti,
591

•11

DAEICHMSE - Tight contention between Acting Prime
Minister R.. A. Butler and
Sc!ences Minister Lord Hailsham for the Ejritish Conservative Party leadership
puta Foreign Minister Lord
Home (above) In the spotlight AS compromise choice.
:Or t
\_
'IA CHEVY II NOVA 4.0008 SEDAN

logy s-Ays
• lways •
:A
r7coitic

inatclies
in two!

STOP!! ... LOOK!!... READ!!
This money saving offet'is for
you! For the NEXT 12 DAYS ONLY, beginning
Monday. October 21, through Saturday
, November 2, I will mak ethis,--grequainte
d
offer ...
With each major motor tuneup
(approximate parts and labor listed in
column below) or complete brake
reline job (listed in right column below) . . .

FREE
ANTI-FREEZE

I .WILL INSTALL ABSOLUTELY

left

OF ANY CHARGE, 1!, GALLONS OF

RATSandMICE!

(PERMANENT 'TYPE)
So get set for cold weather. coming
soon, with this money saving offer.
14 Spark Plugs
I Set Points
I Condenser ....

. $8.24
3.05
1.02

Stewarts'

$12.31
tax

Total Parts
Labor

Garage

.37

812.614
6.00

Total .... $18.68
Approximate cost on
V-8 cars.

502 S. 4th Street
Across trom old Hosiery
Mill, Murray
Phone 753-6224
John Stewart, Owner
25'YEARS EXPERIENCE
(I,S ALL MAKE CARS
111 Work Guaranteed

8 Bonded Shoes .... 51 5.50
tax

.46

515.96
Labor

Total_

Kill

8.00

823.96

Approximate cast of brain'
job on most popular cars.

/0111(0
dela it tha tee, doom elm
way, wIth taroptvng chautt•
odor in pow•rfuf,
doolf,dooling
Mouse and
Plat Soot.
SatilIoction
guarar000d
OR your ',army
bocs

'ill
-Ku
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

64 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT EWE
JET-SMOOTH LUXURY CHEVROLET-For luxury.
lot ing people. Rich new styling, finer appointments in
all four series and 15 !node's. Engines up to 425 hp',,
manual or Powerglide•
NEW CHEN ELLE-For pacoset ilng people. A totally
new, kind of car with small-car handling, big-car comfort!
Styling that makes expensive cars jealous. Three series
and 11 models, and a full choice of engine and transmission teams!
CHEVY 1I—For prsctical people. Chevy IT
with new V8 power' for fun-on -a-shoestring.
Stretches the.shoestring further with 4- and

See five estireiy different linos of ears at your Chevrolet Showroom - CHEVROLET, CHEVELLE, CHEVY Et, CORVAIR & CORVETTE

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
Murray,

•
Sn

6-cylinder engines. Chevy Il's six models in
two series
all act like they're bigger, more expensive cars!
CORVAIR-For fun-loving people. More fun
than
ever from Corvair's new bigger' engine! Same
Corvair
'handling and riding ease in 9 models-includin
g the
150-hp Turbocharged Spyders!
CORVETTE-For sports-minded people. Corvette
now
rides Softer, smoother-but loses none of its gusto because
its big V8 offers versions from 250 to 375 hp'!
Want to get together with other ear-loving
people? Go see your Chevrolet dealer . .
likes all kinds!
•.:'

Ky.

•

)BER 17, 1963

0

South 5th, Murat, second place,
Hobert Brandon,
ray; Ben Bonds,
I Mr. and Mrs.
aceith lath, Mur-
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FIELD'S COUNTRY, PORK

FRESH PORK

IIPMENT
1

•

WHO, US?—Suvlet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko seems to be giving President Ken.
necty a -Who, us?" look 113 they discuss international "frictions"
at the White House,
their first meeting in a year. The report la that the President finds the
Soviet anxious
to continue cordial talks but unwilling to make any important concessions.

New Regional
Library Now
Open In East

VM
/

"

nuine
LEUM

111

.

Y
LY

Frankfort, — Ths Pine Mountain Regional Library Region. No.
12 in Kentucky's network of multicounty library federations, has
opened for business with headquarters in Letcher County. Perry
County is also participating in the
new region and others will be added as they qualify, Miss Margaret
Willis, State librarian, reported.
&v.a) other counties, Taylor and
I-Mt, have joined the Lake Cumberland and South Central regions
respectively, making a new total
of 62 counties in the 12 library regions, Miss Willis said
Funds went by the State Department of Libraries for regional
library and Bookmobile service during 1960-62 mote than doubled the
funds spent for this purpose during the two previous years. Miss
Wits said, but the desire for even
more service will be demonstrated
again November 5 when anotaier
eight counties vote on a special
local property tax for library service. (To date, 10 counties have
voted favorably on the special library tax and eight have voted for
additional library funds from their
fiscal courts.
Miss Willis explained that the
library regions are multi-county
lielerationa headed by a professionally trained regional librarian, and
an assistant in tome regions. phis
a clerical staff. all provided by the
Department of Libraries. This
headquarters received regular shipments of library material
records, films, periodicals, and

-.bo ks.

framed pictures — from the Department and distributes them to
member libraries.

fl4urra'i'

SPARE RIBS

flospi
tai

BACON
4 39c

fis

Vicb HAMBURGER

1

gcn,

First Cuts

CHUCK ROAST

CENTER
CUlb

CHESTNUT SLICED

BACON
I I.

lb. 190

FIELD'S EXTRA TENDER - 1-lb. pkg.

RED POTATOES
BLEACH

APPLES
GRAHAM CRACKERS iFtlias:oL — — 1bolbx 29`

$1.

KRAFT - Quart

MIRACLE
WHIP
quart
KRAFT M

Lon

TUNA

29c

HEINZ STRAINED

BabyFood 3125c
- 14-07. bottle

ries

Catsup 21 49c

P*1trig
ing
he
rost

ES

Westpac Frozen

lbs.

25c
.ths

MARGARINE

CRACKERS
1-1b. box

25'

DEL MONTE CRUSHED -

can

Pineapple 21 33c
STOKELY PINEAPPLE-ORANGE DRINK - 46-0z. can

AnairEE'ce
59`
Giant Colgate
TtOl
53°
RAPID SHAVE
79e
I -lb. tin

PONG

39c

KING PHARR SWEET - large 2t can

POTATOES 19c
McCORMICK -

4-lb. box

TEA

35c
FOOD
MARKET

TE
6

•

SEA OF MUD AND NOTHINGNESS—This view of the Piave River "Valley of Death" gives
a graphic illustration of how that 300-foot wall of water was hemmed in to thunder over
the eight towns and villages It destroyed in Northern Italy. Alpine troops can be seen
digging furrows in search of be;lees where the town of Lengarcme, 3,700 of it,s 4,700 population lost, once stood. The death toll is expected to pass 4,000, A landslide sent the
flood over the world's highest arch dam, 873 feet high.
(Radiophoto)

29

Krispy

•

OW
Lase

pt. 19c

YELLOW SOLID

45c

Mexicorn 2i 39c

•

FRIED

411(F, Piroc

GREEN GIANT - 12-oz. can

13.11

FRENCH

39c

11 I OW

TOMATO JUICE 29c CREAM
POTATO

Federal State Market News Service, Thursday, October 17, 1963. Kentucky Purchase-Area Hog Market
Report including 10 buying stations.
Estimated receipts 625 head. barrows
end gets 10 to 15c higher. U.S. 1. 2
.111d 3 190 to 240 lbs. $1525 to $15.50.
Few U.S. 1 190 to 230 lbs. $15.50 to
el5.P5. U.S. 2 and 3 23.5 to 270 lbs. CHICKEN OF THE
SEA - Reg. Size Can
514.00 to $15.25. U.S. 1. 2 and 3 170
to 185 lbs. $13.50 to $15.25. US. 2 and
3 sows 400' to 600 lbs. $12.00 to $13.00.
U.S. 1 and 2 ZO to 400 lbs. $12.50 to
$14.00.

lb.

Fresh Juicy Winesap

39
19°

GGS 3 doz.

10C

FANCY RED TOKAY

EMONS doz.19! GRAPES

HOG MARKET

19c

49Fb PORK CUTLETS 59b WIENERS 49c

PIES

•

W'ORTHMORE -SLICED -

LEAN GROUND

The headquarters library also
cosslitains ft larger collection of I Census — Adult —
- 64
specialized material and reference
Census — Nursery
-- 5
:looks which circulate among the
Patients Admitted
1
Patients Dismissed
members libraries as needed.
0
New Citizens
Kentucky's 101 traveling libraries.
0
the nation's largest State-owned Patients Admitted From Monday
Bookmobile fleet, visit areas which 1280 Noon to Friday 8:30 a. in.
do net have convenient access to
Cloy Turner, 3r2 No. lath; Mrs. FRESLI LEAN
TENDER LEAN
local libraries. Both children's and Roy F. Leslie. 609 Olive; Mrs.
adults' books are carried regularly ! Amanda Elizabeth Arnold, Rt. 6;
to communities and schools in 100 Mrs. Joe Brooks Mathis. Rt. 1,
counties.
Benton; Mrs. Joe Pat Stone and
In the tao fiscal years 1960-62, baby girl, 1602 Calloway Mrs.
24 new Bookmobiles, each with a Thomas H. Brandon, Rt. 1, Hazel:
capacity of 2.00 volumes, were pur- Mrs. Janie Elizabeth Hale, 107 No.
chased to replace older models hold- 6th; Mrs Sadie. Bell Colson, Rt. 3;
ing only 800 volumes. Last fiscal Hois-ard Steele Wilkins, Rt. 2; Mrs. CALIFORNIA JUICY - 235 Size
year 16 of the older Bookmobiles Billy R. Thorn, Rt. 5; Jerry Wayne
were replaced with the larger ones. Windsor. Rt. 4; Mrs. Hazel R. UtAn additional 15 new models have terback. 114 So. 10th; Mrs. Dewey
been purchased by the Department Dick, Rt 1, Benton; Mrs. Harold
and will be delivered to counties Tolley and baby boy. No. 18th; Mrs.
before the end of the year. making Robert Montgomery. Palmersville,
a total of 55 new Bookmobiles for Term.
Patients Dinmissed From Monday
the four-year period.
Funds for improved local library 12:00 noon To Friday 8:30 a. In.
service and Bookmobile service toMrs. Thomas Jones, 303 No. 5th:
taled $427.000 in fiscal year 1960-61 Mrs. Alton Jones, 307 West 17th,
and $517,000 in fiscal 1961-62, com- Benton: Mrs. Richard Lamb and
pared with $205,000 for each of the baby via 40'7 So. 10th: Mrs. Jerry
_10B-Ia.bg.
two previous years. Miss Willis said Roes and baby boy, 802 Olive, BentU.S. No. 1
In fiscal year 1960-61, the Depart- on: Mrs E. L. Barnett, Rt.
3; Mrs.
ment distributed Bookmobile books Elvis Vick and baby girl, Rt.
S.
worth $100,000 compared with $00.- Benton; Mrs. W. 0. McKinney and
000 for. this purpose in 1950-60. In baby boy, 410 So. 10th; Cecil OutRoman Cleanser
1!
. Gal.
1960-61. $100,000 in State aid cash land. 304 Woodlawn: Bob Ward, 214
grants was distrubuted to qualify- Woodlawn; Mrs. Clyde Youngblood,
ing abraries, doubling the amount Hardin: Wright Brown, Rt. 1. Hard- FRESH GRADE "A" SMALL
distributed ..an. 1950-60_ 'The De- in; Mrs. Minnie Shrader 504 So.
partment in 1960-61 spent $45.000 in 7411: Mrs. Mascot Underhill, Golden
developing two library regions and Pond; Mrs. Walter Perry, Rt. 1;
distriLuted
no new Boolunobiles afrs. Wilburn Herndon. Rt. 3; Mrs.
coating $67.500. In 1961-62, funds Myrtle Edward. Rt. 1, Benton; B. H.
for Bookmobile books and State Dixon. Rt. 2. Kirksey; Mrs. Jimmy
aid to local libraries remained at Gallimore and baby boy, Puryear,
the previous year's nes.* high, and Tenn.
15 new Bookmobiles costing $104,900 were distributed.
trig the present 1962-64 biennium,
Mies Willis pointed Out that durthe Department is providing each HUNT'S - Giant 46-Oz, Can
year $117,000 for Bookmobile books
and $100,000 in State aid for libraries and Bookmobiles. The Department is also developing its llth
region, founded in February 1963,
headquarters in Nicholas
with
County. It also includes the counSwiss Miss
ties of Bath, Harrison, Lewis, FlemFrozen - Appple, Peach & Cherry — — 11-1b. op. R ip
ing, and Robertson and is known as
the Buffalo Trace Region.
MARTHA WHITE - Plain or Self-Rising
5:Lb. Bag

OUTER SPACE VISITORS—Mexico's President Adolfo Lopez
Mateos holds Soviet cosmonauts Valentina Tereshkova and
Yuri Gagarin by the arms as he chats with them during
their stay In Mexico City for the 56th Conference of the International Aeronautical Federation. It is reported the two
might visit U.S. on their homeward journey. (Radiophoto)

SAUSAGE 55c

Choice Grain Fed Beef

PORK STEAK

1 -lb. bag

(2-lb. bag .. $1.09)

PORK ,ROAST

ip your

the

P11,112zTvlr'r"-7--- —

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

Ledger's
Fieds

tEum
Ps •

TIMES

ON
QUALITY
FOODS

FIGHT
lISCUM
STROM'

a like-new rewe tractors or
.with genuine
.ng finish colors
factory finish.
unhip includes
. first-coating
neum primers,
1)1 Rust-Oleum
and Lasts.

&

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
OPEN FRIDAY & SAT.
NIGHT 'TIL 8:00

•
VIZ LEDGES a

rOTTR

TINES -- MURRAY, EINTUCKY
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - 753-1916
or 753-4947

This Relative Goofed!

•

Abigail Van Buren
Airs. Koska Jones
Hostess For Kate
Rase Class Meet

Social Calendar

The Kate Rabe Class of the Hazel
Methodist Church enjoyed the hospiutlity of the teacher, Mrs. Koska
L. Jones. la.a. Friday st her home in
West Hazel
The occasion was a maiday luncheon in honor of members who
were going away for a few imuuba
Those in auendance were Miss
Maude Walker, Mrs. D. N. White,
Mrs. Elbert Allbnuen, Mrs. T. S.
Herron, Mrs. Lela Shrader, Mrs.
Walter Wright. Mrs. Helen Dick,
Mrs Lola Simmons, Mrs. Walter
Hooper, and the hoateas.
These ladies enjoyed a day of felkavstup and a bountiful old fashioned luncheon at the noon hour, Mrs.
Otto Eraan presided at the piano
and played softly during the luncheon
Two members of the class were
absent to the regret of thole present.
Previous dates prevented the attendance of Mrs. Nina Dill and Mrs.
Cherry Johnson.
Many more years of usefulness
and heppmeas are wished Sr
sensor citizens 01 Hazel.
• • •

.1Irs. Lois Miller
Ilostes.: For Meet
Mrs Lois Miller opener her home
for the meeting of the Arta and
Crafts Club held on Wednesday.
October 9. at two-thirty o'clock in
the afternoon
The president. Mrs. George Gatlin, presided and Mrs. Wade Craw ford, secretary-wee:wen gave her
report. Names were tabled for membership
Banda ork by the members. was
shaan after which refreshments of
cherry salad and spiced tea were
served by Mrs Miller to the nineteen
persons present.

FOR CORRECT

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL

75c3:,,,
6,3
„,63

PEOPLES BANK
ef
Murray, Ky.

Thursday, October 17
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club Will meet at
the club house at 2:30 p. tn. Hostesses will be Mesdames Ray Buckingham, N. P. Hutson. Kirby Jennings, Carl Lockhart. Noel Mehigin.
and H. B. Bailey, Sr.
•• e
The Wadesboro Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Danny Cunningham at 10:30 a. m.
• ••
The WSCS of the First Methodist
Church will have its Call to Prayer program at the church from
9:30 to 11 am.
•••
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the Woman's Club House at 6:30 p.m.
•

•

•

The Blood Riser Baptist ASSOC'SMissionary Union
%an Woman
a ill meet at the Iskeview Haptint
Church in Marshall County at 7
• 11. •

Workers Sunday
School Class of the Scotts Grove
Baptist Church will meet at the
'
The

Surprise Shower
For Mrs. Slaughter
Given By Classes
The Nellie Outland Sunday School
('Lisa of the Cherry Corner Baptist,
Church met for the October meeting
in the home of Mrs. Hoyt Roberts.
The meeting caune to order with
the president. Mrs. Estell Ezell peesiding. Mrs. Milburn Outland rave
the devotion and Mrs. Eunice Outland led the closing prayer.
The class invited the Young Marned Peoples Class and gave the
pastor's safe. Mrs. Peggy Slaughter,
a surprise stork shower.
A delightful evening was spent
with the -hostess serving a party
plate with cola and coffee.
Those present w er e Mesdames
Anna Requarth. Altie Garrison, Erna
Jean Thurman, Ruby Forest. Lorna
Outland. Audie Dick. Shirley Bur'
teen. Shirley Billington, Joretts Adams, Alice Bell. Eunice Outland.
Velma Hendon, Esteil Ezell, Odessa
McKinney, Neva McKinney Opal
Tucker, Barbara Norsworthy. Vonelle Burton Etna Rickman. Myrty
Bucy. Peggy Slaughter. and Gla
Outland.
The November meeting will be in
he home of Mrs. Elea. Rickman for
:he purpose of making smocks for
he nursery workers,
• •

ANNOUNCING!
NOW
AVAILABLE

ITEMS
WITH THE
ADDITION OF

INSTANT
ORDER SERVICE

STARKS HIRDWARE
at
tfc

DEAR ABBY: A relative called talk about her experiences and
• me and asked if she should send us friendships "back home," but this
home of Mrs. Vernon Cohoon at 7 a wedding invitation. She said If woman has divulged the most intipinwe didn't intend to use it, she mate information about her friends
•••
wouldn't send one because they are In her former community—things
Friday, October 18
very expensive and they are run- which could only have been told to
An old fashioned pie and box sup- ning short of them. When I com- her in confidence. She has even
per will be held at Calloway County plained to my husband about it used their names. Chances are we
High School at 7:15 p.m. sponsored lthey are HIS side of the family. will never meet them. But we keep
by the PTA. Admission is free.
wouldn't you know?) he said, -Oh, wondering what she will say about
•••
don't be so formal! Aak her to us if she leaves here. If you will
Saturday, October 19
READ the invitation over the tele- print this, perhaps we won't have
The women of St. John's Episco- phone and tell her yes or no!"
to figure out a way to tell her she
pal Church will have a rummage
DISGUSI'ED would be better liked if she didn't
sale at the American Legion Heil
DEAR DISGUSTED: Your re- talk ,so much.
starting at 8 am.
lative has much to learn about
OLD RESIDENTS
• • •
• • ••
etiquette. Don't go to the wedding
The women of St. John's Episcopal unless you want to. And a gift is
CONFIDEVTIAL TO J. AND S.:
Church Ala have a rummage sale optional whether you go or not.
Sorry, but what you suggest is
• ••
in the American Legion Hall beginillegal, immoral and extremely
ning at 8 aria
DEAR ABBY: Our fartilly is
•••
LOOKS FIT AT 73—Former President Eisenhower look, fit and in harmony with life as he
small, and we have many "single" dangerous. I urge you not to do
ena.rks his 73rd birthday with wife Mantle at their farm in Gettysburg, Pa.
Monday, October 21st
friends (bachelors, divorcees and anything as foolish as your conThe Penny Homemakers Club will widows) whom we frequently In- sidered plan. Parents are your best
meet at the home of Mrs. Charles vile to share a meal or an outing. friends. PLEASE tell them everything tonight,
ant Grove Homemakers Club held
Coleman at 9:30 am.
Our children have often asked why
• •••
• • •
on Monday afternoon at one o'clock.
the single 'Men and women we InThe Woman's Association of the vite so often never invite us for
What's on your mind? For a perThe major project lesson on
College Presbyterian Church will anything. At first we told them it sonal
reply, send a self-addressed,
Mrs. Rudolph Thurman's home
"Growing Older With A Purpose"
meet at the home of Mrs. E. R. was neither necessary nor expected.
stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, was the scene of the meeting of the
Mrs. Willie Bnindon was hostess was very ably presented by Mrs.
Hagan. 215 Woodlawn. at 8 p.m. But the more we thought about it,
Beverly
Bethany Sunday School Class of the for the meeting of the South Pleas- Stanley Grogan and Mrs. Luther
This will be the annual Thank of- the more we began to wonder—
Downs.
fering service.
why don't they? They wouldn't
•••
First Baptist Church held on Monhave to include our children. I
The devotion was given by the
day evening at seven o'clock.
Tuesday, October 22nd
'wonder why -singles" think nothing
hostess and Mrs. Toy Brandon gave
The
class
teacher,
Miss
Ruth
Kirksty
Elementary
School
The
of repeatedly accepting invitations
the treasurer's report. Mrs. Ellis
Houston, gave the goals for the
PTA will meet at the school at 1 30 from their married friends but rarePaachall gave the citizenship notes.
Jubilee
year.
Her
scripture
reading
James
Harmon
Atli
be
the
p.m. Mrs.
•
ly reciprocate.
was
from
Exodus
14:14-15.
The
speaker.
openguest
Mrs Luther Downs directed the
JUST WONDERING
• • •
ing. and closing prayers wt're led recreational period during which
DEAR JUST: Many do. Only
by Mrs. Grace McClain and Mrs. group singing was led by Mrs. Bob
NOW YOU KNOW
those "singles" who feel they have
H. C. Chiles respectively.
By United Press International
Orr.
been invited out of "charity" do
Refreshments of cake and coffee
In 19. the retail sales value In sot consider themselves obligated,
Refreshments were served by the
were
served
from
the
dining
room
the automobile industry—includiag aaa therefore make no effort to
table which was beautifully dacorat- hostess to the thirteen members and
oar sales, gasoline sales and soresed. Mrs. Stella Dowdy and her group two visitors, Mrs. Hanzy Paschall
• •••
eery sales—totaled more than $61
were in charge of the arrangements. and Miss Rhonda Burkeen
billion, according to the Automobile
DEAR ABBY: A very attractive
Manufacturers Association.
and well-eciacated woman has recently moved to our commuruty.
Her husband, an executive with a
large fum, has been transferred
here. This woman was given a warm
welcome by all of ua old residents.
It is natural for a newcomer to.

•

Announcing the Opening of

United Democrats for Nunn
Headquarters

'Wes Cynthia Ezell
Presides At Meet
Of Calloway 14.M

Kirksey W.1/S Has
Meeting At Church

MRS. JOSEPH VALACHI, who
uses her maiden name, Mildred Reins, gives the camera
a somewhat surprised look
as she sweeps the floor in an
establishment in New York's
Bronx_ She said the Senate
In v estigations Subcommittee's star testifier ran away
with another woman five
years ago, and that was the
end of the marriage. She
lives in the Bronx with a OWL

DEMOCRATIC

The Callossay County High Chapter of the Future Hoinemakers of
America met for the regular monthly meeting October 9. The meeting
was called to order by the president,
Cynthia Ezell.
Following the opening rituals Carolyn Murdock presented the devotion. Margaret Brandon read the
Bible. and Nancy Wilson and Sue
Huckaby sang a duet.
Anna Galloway gave the treasurer's report. She and Connie Hopkins
reported on the magazine sale.
Connie Hopkins was ,elected assistant historian The club discussed
booths which itwould have Saturday night at the school's fall festival.
Since many students were not a
member of a club It was decided
that anyone who wanted to join
the club would be allowed to do so
until October 18
Carolyn Murdock and Nancy Wilson led the members in a relaxer
and taught a new song.
Merits Evans. first vice president,
was in charge of the program. The
title of the program was -The FHA
Pin, It Talks." Connie Evans, Anna
Galloway. Rebecca Beane, and Janith Green participated in the program.
The meeting was adjourned and
apples were served by the refreshment committee.

RALLY

Saturday, Oct. 19

at 9:00 a.m.

FREE COFFEE and DONUTS
Music by Young Democrats for Nunn

Owen's Food Market
WILL CLOSE SUNDAYS
Until Further Notice
THIS WEEK'S *
THIS IS PROPAGANDA—Those Soviet foreign wheat purchases, negotiated in lieu of sufficient crops, bring these
propaganda photos from Communist China, which wants
desperately to "downgrade" Moscow in the eyes of the world.
Peking supplies the caption materiaL Upper: "Members of
the Hsinhua production brigade In the Yunghhbuan people's
commune in Wechiang County putting dried rice In bags."
Note how Red China rice harvesters enthuse at their labor.
The caption indicated the photo was made in September and
that the "Hsinhua brigade harvested a better crop this year
than last." No figures, however. Lower: This lush wheat
field is on "a prosperous multi-national people's commune
in Sinkiang Province which has shown increased output."
And no mention of Peking's wheat purchases.

SPECIALS
Pure

Ground Beef

3lbs.890

Pit Barbecue - 6-8 lb. average

Shoulders

lb. 8W

Pit Barbecue - half or whole

Cured Hams

Saturday - 2:00 p.m.
Court House Square in Mayfield

lb. 890

Gerbers Strained

Baby Food

6,(F?47

C.S. No. I - 10-lb. bag

Red Potatoes

BREATHITT and
WATERFIELD
The formation of the parade for Calloway Democrats to
Mayfield will form in the City Parking Lot at 12:15 p.m.

350

1Vith $5.00 Purchase

Sugar

Will Speak
*„,
Darn disaster in Italy throng at the desolate
MASS FUNERAL—Survivors of the Vajont
site which once was the town of Longarone for the mass funeral for victims of the
funeral was being con‘"'tidal wave" of destrucUon. Beyond is the fatal dam. While this
ducted, anoll.er mai.s of earth ties slowly sliding down Too inuuntainside. (Radiophoto),
IMAM*

•

s

Thurman Home Scene Homemakers Club
Of Bethany Meeting Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Willie Brandon

•

The Woman's Missionary Society
af the Prarksey Baptist Charch me,
Monday everurig. October 7, for tra
regular monthly meeting at the
church.
-The Year of Jubilee- was the
'..heme of the program which was
opened by the program chairman,
Mr, Jack Cain
The program was closed with
prayer by Mrs. Robbie Washer.
Eight metabela present were Mesdames Robbie Washer. Terry Sills,
R. W. Blakely. Junior Compton, Uraan Belcher, Jackie Tres. Mickle
Morton, and Jack Cain. One new
member was Mrs. W. A. Eiwin,

•

10ths.9W

Owen's Food Market
1409 Main

Phone 753-4682

4
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WANTED

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

APPLICATIONS WILL BE accepted for steady job with hical busile.ss.
Male, 21-40. Must have high school
education, reasonably good handwriting, ability for dealing with public. Apply in own writing, stating
qualifications. Write P. 0. Box 32-W.
0-18-C

TO BUY

ACROSS
I -Yellow ocher
4-Atoid
8-5, otlien rap
12- 51,,a w
13- Tiiil
14- ,vIc letter
isat«
Pri.tied
15-The onea
tn•ro
si..l 11i5
i.us of

POLLED HEREFORD herd Bull, homes on paved streets, city water
double registered. Good stock. Call and sewer. Roberts Realty, Phone
FOR SALE
NOTIC1
LOST & FOUNn
Miller, evenings 489-2641 or Rt. 2, 753-1651.
0-17-C
FEMALE HELP WANTED 1
ir
-WItITER-MIRCLE TAB 11" Kirksey.
0-21-P
Carriage portable Remington QuiteFOUND-Female
Beagle
Hound.
USED 21" RCA Victor T. V. Good
riter, just, like new. Only used a
Owner identify and pity for - this
THE
FEMALE.
ONE
ADDING
inquire
MACHINE,
Boones
at
Cleanone
condition.
Price
$4995. Call 756short time. Phone 753-1755 or 753ad. Phone 753-2870 Mixt 3:00 p. m.
ers.
check writing machine, three air 1898.
0-22-C
0-22-0
3112.
0-17-C
Was compressors, one Royal
— —
typewriter
CONCESSION
EMPLOYEE ....
• 1965 MERCURY.Power steering and old but real good. We are closing 1962 CHEVROLET Impala, 2-door
"Murray Drive-in Theatre", Lady LOST': 1 black female Boarder Colwith
power brakes. automatic transmis- out on residential lighting fixtures hardtop, 4-speed, good as new. Call
21-46 years old, experienced pref- lie- Anewers to toe name of Mickey.
0-18-C
sion, 2-door hardt p See at hales and have a real bargain in them. PL 3-4856 after 5 p. m.
FLOOR SHOW
0-18-P
erably, contact Mr. Brown or Mr. PL3- 1212
Trailer Court. Trt_ler 19.
0-H-P All types of electric heaters at a POODLE PUPPY,
— FRIDAY NIGHT —
black, miniature,
Dill at the Murray Drive-In Theatbargain. One commercial vacuum
MALE HELP WANTED
female, AKC registered. Call 489*
re anytime tatter 5:00 p. tn.). This
10 t-BEDROOM TRAILERS Clean, cleaner. Just received truck load =63.
THE
0-18-C
Is not a potation "It's a Job" hours
of
bargains
real
-hand
tools,
drill
clean, clean, 1105 btreamllne 41405.
wanted 5:00 p. m. tit 10:30 or 11:30
erprErs $399.00.
1968 Travel Home $1596. 1958 Prairie presses, electric drill motors, sev- PIANOS.
p. its. 5,6 or? days per weekll 017C
eral
gas
cans
for
outboard
motors.
One
used
SATURDAY
Baldwin
NIGHT
Acrosonic Spinet.
S000ner $175. 1963 Star 50x10' 93,405. Consider guarantee and value For any thing in the electrical line Tom Ionartio Co., Para, Tenn. 017c
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY AND
at
line.
or
any
We
buy,
trade
and
sell.
Also 1957 Dodge truck 2-ton bobtail
bookkeeper. Full time 45), or 6 daysl
WEErTINCiliOUSK AUTOMATIC
Electric,
Dill
Murray's
comonly
•for pulling house trailers, motor in
per week). Write giving all pertinent
washer, good condition. Call 753112ectrie
plete
Shop,
753-2930.
017C
excellent shape, $695. Mathews
Information, family or marital stat6829 after 4 pin.
ollic
Trailer Salea Highway 45 North,
us, experiences and references to
Mayfield.
Box 32-M,
Ledger & Times, Mur0-22-C
Paris Landing, Tenn.
A BEAUTIFUL 4-135:DROOM house
ray. KY.
70R RENT
.
Highway 79
on 9 acre lot, 214 miles from Murray.
Phone Paris 3398-J
PARTS FOR all makes of electric Has 2', baths, extra nice den with
IN MEMORIAM
shavers at Lindsey's Jewelry. N-4-C fireplace. Has radiant electric heat, NEW TWO-BEDROOM unfurnish
utility and carport, wall-to-wall car- ed Duplex Apt., electric heat. Phone
Cletus Wilson, October 20, 1956
•
peting In the hung room. This is 753-2377 after 3:30 p. m. 1601 Col- IF YOU ARE interested in buying
Some say lime heals an aching
1954 SPECIAL BUILT new Moon
0-18-P or selling your property contact Sam heart
one of the nicest houses in the lege Farm Rd.
Trailer. Fully furnished and airBeaman or Wayne Wilson at WilApply In Person
country. Will trade for house and
But no, it hint true.
conditioned included. Call 489-2416.
son Realty or call 753-3363. N-6-C
lot in Murray.
2-BEDROOM HOUSE. 216 N. 13th
at the
For seven long years have pass0-19-P NICE 2-BEDROOM
house on 36 St Call PL 3-1887 from 4:00 p. m. to IF IITIERXE TED in
taking flute ed.
acres of land. Haa lull bath electric 6 or see Glen D. Bell.
And our hearts still ache for you.
0-18-P or piano lessons Phone 753-1391
KEEP carpet cleaning problems heat. storm &fors and wInchoi,s,
fully
Wile and Daughter
after 5:00 p. m.
OCP
small-use Blue Lustre wall to wall. Insulated, good
well water, on paved GARAGE
Lellie Wilson and Reva Spencer
APT.. 4 BEDROOMS, POR
Rent electric shampooer $1. Cram road, only 2 years old
ALL YOUR LUZIER CosmetOnly 87.500.00. bath and kitchen, 516
1TP I
S. 7th Street.
Furniture Co.
0-19-C WE HAVE 3 new 3-bedroom brick
ics phone Mrs. Corrynne Winci.est
College boys only.
°18P er at 753-4685.
PEANUTS®
0-17-P

24•Coith
26-1
31-i':'

BLUE BLAZERS

BONNEVILLES

-AIN

F

he

Pa.

makers Club held
iocel at one o'clock.
project lesson on
With A Purpose"

was given by the
Toy Brandon gave
report. Mrs. Ellis
e citizenship notes.

,ovms directed the
id during which
• led by Mrs. Bob

! WILL

AUCTION SALE

a

Saturday, October 19, at 1 p.m.
were served by the
rteen members and
& Hanzy Paschall

Mrs. Elmer Rieherson's Home - 914 N. 18th Street
Will Sell The Following:

Burkeen.

of

NEEDED
AT
ONCE

LEDhER & TIMES

,resented by Mrs.
and Mrs. Luther

TV - Stove.
;Refrigerator - Washer - Living Room

S

Suite - Tables - Chairs - Dinette Set

Nunn

JIMMY COOPER - AUCTIONEER

September 27, 1963
newspaper.

S Issues of
Ledger & Times

WANTED TO RENT-Corn ground
for 1964. Contact Nicky Ryan, phone
753-3984 or after 6 p. m. call 4923908.
0-17-P

UTS

)r Nunn

1944, Ly iron BD
Y0fl
latributed
by Yin Features Syndicate.
M 111T 11%6 ittrryxrn
..)
IL•t•
at
• .111 C/A,/
ro 1,f the VVI•31
usepened to
hutang
s plums, sn
him: attearot by • petty thief Nifty Nor!.
ma Williams combat tai tics he
iesresed is a Cuban exile commando
obtains camp in Florida. the young
a cotattant eutidued the knife-wieldins N .••-• and was thanked by
Lois Reardon. the attractive blonde
i.• vat... roan* ne had. come. But
net lather, maaager of Western
Ossanbuttaie Souse as lob for him.
W mitering about Sacramento.
Martin was surprised to hear that
.Viirirga had been stiiit while on the
was to police headquarters He was
more surprised when one of the
Noriega arresting officers, Sgt.
Huller took him to fare Capt. Bose.
who was armpit lees et Martin's beins in Me city. However. • casual
remark by the sergeant resulted in
Martin's Inducing Clyde Roney of
Western to give him a lob detectth,
ei

4

YS

•

inloW

It

890
0

.8W
✓

.8W
470

• - 350

mie NAME

OUR

BiZOTrIERS

I BELIEVE
HIAA

_cm

55

YOU'VE ALREAN MET

LAST NAME 15 95472

OBOB
Ull OEM
OU OU A
000 0000•R -E'
rin 'SOMA WUO
OMNI
A
2400WO
OPOAD
43-Continued
47-f /rgari of
hearing
CI-Charge ths
account or
52- 1.easo
54 -i NH's, nwil•

S5-Tell
56- Vase
5:-Feinale direr
55-11e mi-it-itie.1
60-Period of
time
63 V•-•••• -I .. Il•

by Charles M. &chain

C

EAs,L-r

NUMBERS, NOMf3625
AND MORE NUMBERS...

OUR DAD GETS a.PET
LATELY
SAY. *11.5 HEAD HURTS

Ii

a-

••.•••

DAN FLAGG •

••

5,,

*I
••••••••4=0.3
g•

C:1

by DaTs Sherwood
-I PONT NAVE TO TEii. )Ou '
KV wERE ALWAYS TNE SOS]'
WHAT IT WAS LIKE FOR vie
R.:'PJLAR 53y w TOWS AND
emEN WE WERE
FREHO64i,P eACT PAY
ROY5,
SOU
5tOilOCX PM5 BEARABLE.
_
WERE THERE
PEFENOMG ME
THE 9E5T iOU
kr1
KNEW NOW...

THE MOTION PICTURE THAT'S
coming to town that everyone has
been calling about - is about doctors - young doctors (Interns). ltc
NOW INTRODUCING FREDA Fitts
to West Side Beauty Shop staff of
cosmetologists. Phone 753-3344. ol8c

Rom
•

bs

TFNC

/F41, 616 6IRL
IS 3,
AND THIS IS PK
SISTER...HER
NAME IS 4..

suLec

MALE HELP WANTED

D a.m.

arket

PEA•t is

DO NURSING work for sick
SLEEPING ROOMS WITH BATH I person. Phone PL 3-5560.
0-17-C
for two boys. Will furnish hot plate
and refrigerator. 307 N. 7th, phone 'NCY110E" "Emotion" "Pears" "Ad753-5029.
o19c ventures" "Comedy": It's all included in the motion picture that's corning to Murray!
ITC
3 ROOM UPSTAIRS FURNISHED
apartment for adults only. Phone WOR FREE''The Capitol has free
cotton candy for all kids uncier 12
753-4652.
ltgt
"that purchase a ticket to see "For
Love or Money" from 1:30 til 11:00
WaNTEL)
EetarcillYa_.5._lickeLatUt will.be the
price of cotton candy at the Gaoltol...(After The Show),
0-18-C
WANTED To BUY

A45
OM
CIO b •
MO
UOU

37-Prohibit
39-Note of 2,.a!e
40- Werra
1
2 3
,
4
5 6
7 4 0;.: 9 10 11
42- Kseavated
44-Tradas for
:•:.
12
money
13
3.: 14
441. Nerve
.v..A
50
net.ork
15
16
18
M17
48-10m
•:•*,....,___%
.74.3'orrifort
bV19
51- Paddle
20 ''''.;21
53•37hit»ro
..• ....•;
t '. s'%Xs
ti''
''
i• t.,
S5- Filr - lad
22 23
I5:-.: 24
25 t -;,̀Y26
it • 1)..fea ted
77 28
61 -lter•ire
30 ii::::: 31
63-Waier wheel 29
32 .::':t, 33
II4 - I'e riod of
f.".• .1.,,
time
34
'7,::::, 35
36
•
,.,
37
38 ."•"-: 39
65-“oal
66. Muilars
40
41 :::: 12
43 ,..;,....j
‘
.44
47- Arid
43
4
.
DOWN
46
47 . 411
49
..,"'"1 50
4e.d
1-Sodlitin
../.
I
54
,57 ::7-•;.53
chloride
•...•..
2-.Sneer
3-Endured
53 36
37
-,7311
59 160
4-1on ard th•
sheltered
61
,••-`... 62
63
site
I- Parsonage
4-Itoer in
65
•
66
Siberia
7- Nees.ive
air, by t riled -gators 5 tadieate, Inc. 16
5-Develop

ROUTE
BOYS

MAXINE'S

1110 as

kr

9-Indian i•
jo- Devoured
it Insane
16-Scolding
Somali
13-Church
I•erivh
20-Shade tree
22- ehowy
flower
23-Stop
25-Terinis
stroke
27-Trades for
money
28-Plague
30-Land
measure
32-5:xisted
36-Itelleious
devotee
38- Walks
unsteadily
41-Packed away
43- Sal or
i

Answer to Yest•rdaves Puzzle

t

11

ibs 990

arket

sltikin
ak
w
p!n eins
roUT:lesfor • vending
nachine at the plant
was
enough for Martin to be threatened
won a gin by • warehouseman.
kt,•&11 Saunders His curiosity about
Saunders thoroughly aroused Mar°linseed the warenouseman
tin
when he left a company dance
early. Saunders detected Martin's
shi ing upon him. When Martin
heat-ii badly. struggled bark 0 his
roon, polire grabbed him for questioning in the murder of Simon
ranger, night watchman at Western.
CHAPTER 72
J couldn't believe it. Not about
I Simon Granger, as mild and
gentle a man as I had ever
known. It was inconceivable
that he had been murdered. Yet
there was no reason for Cap.
tam Rose to lie.
Sgt. Huber wasn't blessed
with the Captain's patience, and
he interrupted my thoughts by
saying irritably, "You heard the
question, Douglas. Answer it."
I was too stunned to take offense at the Sergeant's tone, so
I said dully, "It must have been
around two o'clock Saturday
morning. That's about the time
I left the building."
"And
you're
positive
you
haven't seen him since?"
• • •

q0/4TE

quality in the Captain's
voice Jarred me out of my
trance, and 1 looked up to see
him watching me narrowly with
those cold eyes.
"Of course. I took last night
oft. In tact, I haven't even seen
the place since early yestei day
morning. why? You don't think
/ killed him?"
"At the moment, we're not
pointing a finger at anyone. All
we're doing is setting the facts
In order. I suppose vou can account for your .actions between

BLUNT

two A.M. yr- irday and the' measure of credit Per re •I•-,
time Sgt Huber found you to- right then that there was so
day?"
percentage trying to no:I'm-tart
"If I have to," r said.
the police. I told thorn eoery"If you have nothing to hide. thing that had napper.-..0 from
there's no reason to get upset. the time I lute left the ballNow suppose you tell me just room until I had arrived at the
what you did after leaving the boardinghouse.
The
Ciraela
Office yesterday morning."
listened closely, his eyois Kiva .g
I told him, while he listened no indication whethin
r. -In polite silence. Sgt. Huber was tiered me. When I was throt•gh,
making notes.
he glanced over at Sgt. Huber.
The Captain was silent until I
"Well, Sergeant ?"
reached the point at which I
Sgt. Huber notfdA. "The mileWI left the ballroom Then he age seems about right, Captain.
haotioned for me to stop, and according to the gas sticker on
said to Sgt. Huber, "Does that the door, but the rest of it
check out all right ?"
sounds fishy as hell. Why would
"Pretty close," the Sergeant be go to all that trouble to folsaid, sounding vaguely disap- low someone he hardly knew?
pointed. "According
to
our If he expects us to believe
other sources, it was ten after he'd better come up with someeleven when he left."
thing better than this."
I had said eleven, so It wasn't
The Sergeant seemed to have
the ten
minute discrepancy a faculty for saying things
which worried me: I was think- which rubbed me the wrong
ing about the part yet to come. way. Without stopping to think.
"That'll do," Captain nose I said hotly. "You don't ha \u'
said. "All right, Mr. 'Douglas, to know a min very long to he
what did you do after the Interested in' rem. not when he
dance?"
pulls a gun on you."
• • •
Sgt. Hubers lips drew back
THIS was what had been mak- in a grin, and I realized that he
ing me sweat. I could tell the had been deliberately needling
truth and hope the police would me. I turned toward the desk
believe me, but it didn't seem and said. "Okay. 90 I hadn't
very likely that they would. told you about the gun. AU you
"Why after that, I rode around asked wart what I did af:er
a little and went home," I said leaving the dance. The other
Sgt. Huber cleared his throat thing happened several days
as though he intended to say
something. Before he could,
So I told him about the first
some sort of warning ITIUA night, and my encounter with
have shown in the Captain's Monk Saunders.
eyes, for the Sergeant remained
It sounded pretty unlikely,
quiet. It was Captain Rose who
even to me, and the Captain
said flatly, "So you rode around
seemed to share that feeling. He
a little. How long would you
was silent a few seconda, then
call 'a little,' Douglas - say
said. "It's a little hard to beabout four hours?"
lieve that anyone would threatThere was nothing I could
en you with a gun without givsay to that, so I kept quiet. It's
ing you a chance to explain
easy to look and see your miswhat you were doing. Not untakes. That was what I was
less
there's
something
you
doing then. Any fool should
haven't told us."
have figured out that a man
"Ask that big truck driver,"
like Copt= Rose would have
found out what time I had I said. "Tony Freitas, he said
his name was. He saw ft 'all."
reached the boardinghouse.
"I intend to, of course, as
"Well, Douglas, is there any
chance you might be mistaken part of the Investigation. However,
he isn't available for
about what really did happen?
If it'll refresh your memory questioning at the moment. His
any, we already know that you father died last Friday, and he's
returned to the boardinghouse back east tromeettere for the
funeral. Indiana. I believe."
around three o clock."
Perhaps 1 deserve a small (To Bs Continued Monday)

asti FIAG6'5 FACE 15 DRAws
At, HE AWAITS HIS FRIENDS
EXPLANATION..,

SOMEONE TC WORK in meat department Would like someone with
a little experience. Write %Ledger
At Times, Box 32-L Merray, Ky.
0-17-C

--- •

NANCY

ABRIE

by Ernie Busbniffier

AN' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren

YOU GOT TO LOCATE THIS
EMMY LOU PENNF/ELD -AND DO IT
BY TOMORROW NIGHT. MONEiS
NO OBJECT- JIM GET HER.
AND DELIVER HER TO
CHAR LI DOSESS

WILL DO,
MR. ORMSBY.

BET EAT HEARTY,

STRANGER. THIS COULD
BE YER LAST VITTLES ,/

NEAR AS I CAII RECALL,
EMMY LOU MOVED TO THE
WEST SIDE -AFTER SHE
CHANGED HER NAME

•

LIL' ABNER

411.1i :4,11111111

I TRIED TO ANINAIDID TROUBLE
FLOATINK 100 MILES UP!!

YOU

BUT, DID
HAVE THE
DISSENTS'/ TO LAT MEGAT
A LIDDLE SLI PP?

by Al eaop

NO!!-"/OU GOTTA i4,I DP
BOODERING ME.':' SO

I'M A e)IRD -AND YOU
WHAT BIRDS CAN DO!!"-SO,

I'M GUNG TITCH

WATCH

KNOW

THIS!!

LESSON!!
‘‘J:,•-

l6S2
'0.17

•••
••.s

-

C3t$2..
Couista-••

,••••

an••• •••••••• $••••••• •
•

•

•
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Fulton Ready
- For Banana
Festival Soon

1

One mair. attraction of the Festiva: Noveiriber 4-9. will be a visit
by M.ss .Arneriea of 1964. Miss Donna Asurn of Arkansas.
The Festival will focus national
a•tentwn on the Ty.in Cities as the
'-banana cros.sroach; of America .•
In the past decade.. some `.."5,." eeriest:Lc. or 5'; billion pound bananas hate been re-shipp. •
the cities, to make Ful:
Fitton one of the top
lion centers f,r bananas i
rnited State,

—

100

S& H

100
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"
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Green Stamps

•

With This Coupon and $5.00 Purchase
(Cigarettes and Tobacco Excluded
1
Void Alter Oct. 22, 1963

YELLOW SOI.ID

MURDER WITNESS — Meer
Weatstem gives grandaatighter Tammi, 4, a cum:oiling
kiss in Chicago as the
Court
dec.des to hold her and s:ster Bonnie. 8, fur ores:toning
In the murder of their father.
Their mother. Mrs. Irw.nna
Weinstein, and another man
are accused of the killing It
Ls believed the girls might
ha ye been witnesses,

FARM SU—
REAC

OLEO
BEANS

-tadvellry F."-'-

PORK CUTLETS _

10c

HEINZ

FAT BACK

Baby Food 3 for 29c

Old Fashion

With Coupon

10 lb. bag

99c

Small - Lean and Meat
y

Hind

FRESH SPARE RIBS

Quarter

SKINLESS FRANKS _ _
PENN CHAMP
PERMANENT TYPE
With Coupon

Gallon
Can

39'

99c

BEEF STEAK

25c

ea. 10'

VEAL CUTLETS
17'

lb. 99'

Hamburger
CRACKERS

PRUNE'JUICE

39'

27'

Mk Liberty - 64 count pkg

TEA BAGS

lb. 45'

LEGS

lb. 45'

WINGS

lb. 29'

BACKS & NECKS
Liver

lb. 89"

_

•

lb. 19'

GIZZARDS

Meat

_ lb. 39c

39 •
lb

FRONTIER PGatK

I Sausage 2 69c
FIRST CUT

PORK CHOPS 59

39

lb

lb

Griffins - 29-oz. can

SWEET POTATOES

FRUIT PIES

5 for 11.00

Skyway - 3-lb. jar

PEANUT BUTTER

99'

Size

PEACH and CHERRY

CC- see

JONATHAN

25'

400 Count

KLEENEX

S. NO. I
RED
WASHED

25'

10 lb bag 49c

-Fresh cri-sp

BANANAS
COUPONwaxv

Godchaux

Pork Steak 49icb
SUGAR ('URED, SLICED

Jowls 3 lbs. $1

10'
-A
bunc

Green

RIPE

HAMS

10'

lb. 10c

USIWALZUKS LIB ERTY

COUPON' IM

Breakfast

Morton's Beef, Chicken. Turkey 8-oz. size

MEAT PIES

10Z 99

This Coupon Void After Oct. 21, 1963

BACON

4

5 for '1.00

Feminine Napkins (Ferns, Modess)

Reg. pkg.

KOTEX

39'

Softee

TISSUE

4 rolls 25'

Rags - 16-oz. cans

DOG FOOD
LIBERTY COUPON
Penn Champ Permanent Type

With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional Purc
hase
Cigarettes and Tobacco Excluded)

491cb

h

ONIONS
GOLDEN

SOUTHERN BELLE - Ready To Eat

cello bag

RADISHES

39c

FRESH SLICED

-lb. bag

POP CORN

10c I

POTATOES

$1

22-0z.

APPLE

MAYFIELD CREAM STYLE
- 303 ('an

SUGAR

THIGHS

lb

49'

POE

maihnuanaLLIBERTY

lb. 49'

CENTER CUT

69c

bag

•

CHICKEN BREAST

.144443
.7111111111•111•111

Prtialum - lb. box

25'

Apples 4

In 190

STRICTLY FRESH

39'

D-APPLE DRINK

lb

Fore
Quarter

lb 29
°

_ lb. 49'

Cubed - 2--oz. size

Biscuits 3i 23c

CORN

Bacon Slab 39icb
MUTTON

Armour's - 12-oz. pkg.

PRESERVES _

I RIGID

lb. 2.9'

GODCHAUX

RICE

COFFEE

NO CHARGE FOR SLIC
ING

lb. 59'

LARGE BOLOGNA

PEACHES

lb. 39c

CLOSELY TRIMMER

HOOP CHEESE

Jars

BEANS

on the

BOSTON BUTT

mu Fashion

4 t& -Oz.

SUGAR

• .,
,

I STEAK

U.S. CHOICE ROUND & SIRLOIN

lb. 15'

ROAST

STRAINED

Anti-Freeze

$33 MILLION HE
N —Thil Iklr''''ll•
2,1,, 7iel Carr.
<I wife St,ire
,
lair.d bars in lieu of $2s).ii!..,
• ••. • •
pure heroin was found in t'...r r :tr a.
Bridge at Laredo, Tex. The 66 pourds. wh-n ,
sugar, would make 450 pounds worth $33
illegal retail narcotics market

_ _ _ lb. 59'

Nice Thick

Flour 25 lb bag 089

2 lbs. 49?

With Coupon

GOLD MEDAL. Plain or SelfRising

onomie Growth and Impanineat
Let's take a look at h.sa got ernmeat tax policies affect economic
growth anti employment.
Current budgef and spending
policies of the country have encouraged inflation, discouraged sav- GRIFFINS
- No. 303 ('an
ing and investment and have slowed the kind of eoonomic development that creates employment.
Decline in the -value of the dol• • •
lar, not only has stolen from the
ptrehasing power of the individual.
.Continued From Page 1 ,
but also from the investment dollar
to be used in nea ventures and plant
ments "represen: the consensus of
C—.
the legislature- and are -good- ones.
Our .'baloney' dollars have furbut adds that he will make no parther stoked th, fires of inflation by
ticular push for them
creating new demands for wage inNoting that he supported an all(teases. bigger social security and
out drive for a honstitutamai conprivate retirement programs If 401. SACRAMENTO, IN HEAVY
STILLP
er.atiented treat- Ian are cheape
r. you have to have
this tune ire decided to let ramore of them in your current pay.7 take •.•-. co•tr,e •
t,
cneck or for old age) and increased
I costs for national defense.
2N14)Can
Inflation curtails employment by
increasing the difficulty of expanding exports. and by making It Rweland - 1 -lb. pkg.
easier for producers in other countries to enter 1.7.S. markets.
•
The obvious answer to impro,
s
1:w our economic growth and fob
opportunities is to reduce taxes, h" Griffins Strawberry - 18-oz. jar
such action without a cut in gov;..emment spending -would be akin
to .7: V Z1Z green apples to a boy'
a-ith, a stonlach ache, as it would inr-ase rather than cure the re-it OIL'
PLANTATION - 8-Oz. Cans
pr,ibletn of inflation and def.,
spsnling.
.
Go..ernment tax policy cannot
rr'it should not be separated from
...eriment spending
A .tit in federal spending would
be soind economics and_scauct.be Del Monte - 29-oz. can
in:,de if enough taxpayers raised
toices Such a cut would clear
the way for employment-stimulating
FISHER BROTHER DEAD — Altax red•ictinns Such a progr
am Lady Betty - quart jar
fred J Fisher iate..vei, one
lacks appeal for government planof the set en F...sher brothers
ners and politicians. The planners
who pioneered the modern
don't think the people can be
auto body. Is dead tri Detroit
trusted to decide how their money
at 70. He was the second
should be spent The politicians
.
youngest of the seen Two
•hint that support for vari,,r is FOLGERS - Pound Can
Fo•her bruthers st,.11 living
sending proposals will help
are &mare art
1.-trn
office.

Under-the-seat heroin Is dIspla)ed by cwitoen. Inspectors
(from left) Peter Parker. Herman Scheer. James
Ragsdale.

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
SLICED, KINDLESS

BACON

15Fb

GREAT NORTHERN or PINT
O - 12-oz. pkg.

: GERBER or

Kentuck v

7\

•

MURRAY, It ENTeCR
Y

LIBERTY COUPON

0
111 stittil •

The Festival 'A
al.: a t •
na, shoot-off between the Foyer:
of Kentucky and Tennessee. a banana bake-off with prizes for best recipes. a hootenanny. a beauty pageant and parade. minstrel and
fireworks, a banana pancake breakfast. all the bananas, banana pudding and we cream guests can eat.
and a Queen's Ban for Miss America.

TIMES

THURSDAY

riton. -- There'll be reiolcing
ir..the streets of Fukon and South
Fulton November 6 as the 'ISvin
Cities enIoy a Banan-a-Rama latest feature annoiniced cor •he Fa-tit
, Annual International Banana PeaThe Banan-a-Muna will include
darcing and :Inking in the streets
taleut contests, and a total of 81.000 in prizes for winners, the festival committee has announced
Winners later will appear on a national television program, the committee added

&

2lbs. 49°

With This Coupon and $5.00 Addit
ional Purchase
Cigarettes and Tobacco Excluded
)
This Coupon Void After Oct. 21,
1983
I'

1,,1 1„1

.7 .1. 1,1

ANTI-FREEZE _

3 cans 23*
ILTUAL1111111Lli
Gal. 990
Can

With This Coupon and $5.00
Additional Purchase
Cigarettes and Tobacco
Excluded)
This Coupon Void After
Oct. 21, 1963

tilrinEMMIninitirE1111/1111111111111/2/1WITI

•
RI

'OBER 17, 1963
THURSDAY — OCTOBER 17, 1963

THE LEDGER

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY.

KENTUCKY

PAGE

four and one-hall percent (4-% said City, as a part of the combin- ation in the Commonwealth of Ken- deposits of said City in such bank the interest on and principal of the Income and revenues thereafter repercent) per annum, are as follows: ed and consolidated municipal wa- tucky.
to be in excess of the amount insur- bonds hereby authorized as may be ceived, and same shall be in adterworks and sewer system of said
It is hereby certified, recited and ed by the FDIC, shall be secured by outstanding from time to time, to- dition to payments otherwise ProCity. This bond, and the series of declared that all acts, conditions a surety bond or bonds furnished by gether with any additional bonds vided to be made in such succeed3
which it ia a part, are issued pur- and things required to exist, happen a surety company or companies, ranking on a parity therewith. The ing month or months.
All moneys held in said Sinking
suant to an ordinance of the City and be performed precedent to and qualified or authorized to do bus- amount to be so set aside and paid
i1
which provides for the combination in the issuance of this bond and mess in Kentucky, or the excess of into said Sinking Fund each month Fund and in said Reserve Fund
- of said existing municipal water- the series of bonds of which it is such deposits over such insured shall be not leas than one-sixth shall be deposited in the payee
g
•
r.
works system and said proposed new one, have existed, have happened amounts shall be collaterally se- n6) of the amount of interest be- bank. and to the extent that seine
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY Board of Trustees of the City of
1
1
io
as, and declares same and have been performed in due cured by bonds or notes of the coming due on the next succeeding shall cause deposits of the City in
sewer stem
ys
;..i'
'
OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY, AU- Hazel, Kentucky, of such other
3
to be, a combined and consolidated time, form and manner as requir- United States of America. or of the interest payment date, plus one- said bank to exceed the amount inA
THORIZING AND PROVIDING body as shall be the governing body ;I
revenue-producing public project, ad by law, that the amount of this issue herein authorized, having a twelfth tl 12) of the amount of sured by the FDIC, the same shall
FOR THE ISSUANCE AND SALE of said City under the laws of Ken- 1964
$3,690 93.660 and this bond has been issued on- bond, together with all other obli- nalaket value equivalent to such de- principal If any) becoming due on be continuously secured by a valid
-OP $82,000 OP WATER AND SEW- tucky at any given time.
1965
$2,000
1-2
3,690 5,690 der and in full compliance with gations of said City, does not exceed posit, or such bank may invest for the next succeeding September first. pledge of bonds or notes of the
ER REVENUE BONDS OF SAID
2.000
3-4
3,600 5,600 the Constitution and the Statutes any limit prescribed by the Con- the benefit of such account what- Computations of such payments in- United States Government, or such
P. "The Bonds" means any of the 1966
CITY, UNDER THE PROVISIONS
1967
2,000
5-6
3,510 5,510 of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, stitution or Statutes of the Corn- ever portion of such account as is to said Sinking Fund shall be made bank may 'invest for the benefit
bonds
of
the
original
authorized
isOF
F)c-rioNs 58 010 THROUGH
1068
2,000
7-8
3,420 5,420 including among others, Sections mOnwealth of Kentucky, and that designated by the Chairman of the as of September first of each year, of such account whatever portion
58 140 OF THE KENTUCKY RE- sue of $82000, specifically authorizof such account is designated by
58.010 through 58.150, inclusive, of a sufficient portion of the gross in- Board of Trustees of the City, in beginning September 1, 1963.
VISED STATUTEE, FOR THE ed by this ordinance.
1969
2,000
940
3,330 5,330 the
It is hereby determined that the the Chairman of the Board of
Kentucky Revised Statutes, as come and revenues of said combin- United States Government obligePURPOSE OF DEFRAYING THE
1970
2,000
11-12
3.240 5,240
G. "Parity Bonds" means bonds
ed and consolidated public project lions maturing at such time or amounts to be so set aside into such Trustees of the City, in United
amended.
•COST OF CONSTRUCTING A
1971
2,000
13-14
3,150 5.150
issued in the future, in addition to
has been pledged to and will be times as to make such funds avail- Sinking Fund during each year un- States Government obligations ma1972
NEW SEWER SYSTEM, INCLUD2,000
15-16
3,080 - 5,060 Bonds numbered 20 to 82, inclu- set aside into
the $82,000 of bonds herein specifisaid special fund by able when needed for construction til September 1. 1989, which is the turing at such time or times as to
ING A NEW SEWAGE TREAT- cally
1973
3,000
17-19
2,970 5,970 sive, maturing on or after Septesnauthorized, which bonds issaid City for the propt payment of purpmes.
date of final maturity of said make such funds available when
MENT PLANT; PROVIDING FOR
bet 1, 1974, of the series of which the principal of and interest
sued in the future will, pursuant to 1974
on
3,000
20-22
Payment from said Construction bonds, shall be not less than the needed for meeting payments of
2,835 5.835
THE COMBINING AND CONSOLIthis bond is one, as may be Out- this bond and on all other
the provisions of this ordinance, 1975
3.000
bonds Account for such construction costs amounts set out in the statement of interest and or principal, to mature
23-25
2.700 5.700
DATING
OF THE EXISTING rank on a
standing from time to time, are ranking on a parity therewith that
parity with said $82,000 1976
3.000
26-28
2,565 5565
shall be made only on vouchers ap- principal and interest requirements or be called, and any funds not so
MUNICIPAL WATERWORKS SYS- of bonds,
subject to redemption by said City may be issued and outstanding
as to priority, security and 1977
3,000
29-31
2,430 5.430
proved by the Engineers, said Engi- in the table contained in Section 5 invested or secured shall be secured
'TE2vf WITH SAID SEWER SYSisnot
to
maturity,
in
whole,
or
in
source of payment, and does not 1978
IN
WITNksb WHEREOF, the risers to certify in each instance Of this ordinance. if said Eighty- , by a bond with good corporate &e3,000
32-34
2,295 5,295
TEM AS A SINGLE, REVENUEpart, in the inverse order of their coy of Hazel, in the
mean bonds which will be inferior
Common- that the voucher represents a sum lates, Thousand Dollars 1 882,000i of curio; furnished by a surety cornPRODUCING, PUBLIC PROJECT to the security and
3,000
35-37
2,1(10 5.160 maturities (less than all of a single wealth of Kentucky, has caused this actually earned by and due to the bOnds are sold to bear interest at ' patty or companies qualified or ausource of pay- 1979
UNDER SAID STATUTES: SET- ment of
1980
4.000
38-41
2,025 6.025 maturity to be selected by lot), on bond to be signed by the Chairman proposed payee under a contract the rate of four and one-half per- ' thorized to do business in Kentucky
said $82,000 of bonds.
TING FORTH THE TERMS AND
1981
4,000
42-45
1.845 5.845 any interest payment date falling of its Board of Trustees and its with said City for work performed cent
Withdrawals shall be made from
percent) per annum. If
•CONDITIONS UPON WHICH SAID
H. "Fiscal Year" shall be the 1982
4,000
46-49
1.665 5.665 on or after September 1, 1973, and Corporate Seal to be hereunto at- an4 or materials furnished in
con- the rate or rates actually establish- , said Reserve Fund, and transferred
BoNMS ARE TO BE AND MAY oeriost from September second of 1e83
4,000
50-53
1.485 5,485 :xi the event any of said bonds are fixed, attested by the City Clerk, nection with said sewer system, or ed at the sale are .greater or less to the Sinking Fund, if and to any
BE ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING, each year to September first of
5 los called for redemption as aforesaid, and has caused the coupons
at- rearesents a sum necessary to be than the tentatively anticipated extent required at any time to pre1984
4.000
54-57
1.305 s
AND PROVIDING FOR THE COL- -ich succeeding year.
-.1 -2-- notice thereof identifying the bonds tached hereto to be executed with
expanded for land or rights-of-way rate of 4-as percent per annum, vent a default in the payment of
1e1)5
4.000
58-61
1,125
LECTION, SEGREGATION AND
945 ;c9
- 4; to be redeemed shall be on file with the facsimile signatures of said
necessary to be acquired by the then the minimum annual amounts raincinal of or interest on any bonds
I. "Original Purchaser" means the 1986
5,0S0
62-6e
DISTRIBUTION OF THE REthe Dees Bank of Hazel, Hamel, Chairman and said City
Cleric, City in connection with said pro- (payable monthly) into said Sink- a-hich by their terms and payable
5,000
67-71
720 5:7-.20 Kentucky. as the Bond
vrNUaS OF SAID COMBINED firm or firms to whom the 192.000 1987
Regietrar, which officials, by the execution Of ject,
provided all checks drawn ing Fund (as set out in the afore- from the Sinking Fund, and, if
5,000 12-76
495 5
495 !at least thirty days prior to the
AND CONSOLIDATED PUBLIC of bonds are awarded at the public 1988
- --this bond, do adopt as and for their against said Construction Account mentioned schedule) shall be auto- necessary, securities held as investsale of the bonds herein authorized,
PROJECT.
6,270
be
redemption
date
and
shall
given
1989
6,000
own proper signatures their re- shall be signed by the City Treasur- matically increased or reduced ac- merits in said Reserve Fund shall
77-82
270
or their successors.
by publication at least once not less apective feminine signatures
ap- er of the city, countersigned by the oordingly.
be converted into cash for such
WHEREAS, the City of Hazel, in
It Ls provided, however, that bonds than thirty days prior to the reJ
"FDIC"
refers
to
the
Federal
peering on said coupons, all as of chairman of the Board of Trustees
There shall be and there is here- purposes, but no withdrawals shall
Calloway County, Kentucky a sixth
of said authorized issue maturing • demption date in a newspaper of
Deposit
Insurance
Corporation.
the date of this bond, which is Sep- and accompanied by such voucher by created a fund within said Sink- be made for any other purposes,
class City, presently owns and operon or after September 1, 1974, num- general circulation throughout Reaten-abet 1, 1963.
.
ates the municipal waterworks.; sysbefore Thbeeingatohroenomreendtiobn'edthenffpicaiayeela ing PIP,e1, to be known as the "City and the City hereby irrevocably
X 'The City" refers to the City bered 20-82, shall be subject to re- tucky, and in THE BOND BUYER.
crry OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY
of Heed Public Water and Sewer • pledges all moneys and securities
tem serving the City, free and clear of Hazel, Kentucky.
demption by said City prior to mat- a financial publication in the City By
of any and all encumbrances, and
are hereby authorized to execute Project neserve Fund," and there in the Reserve Fund for such specurity, on any interest payment date and State of New York, or its sucChairman. Board of Trustees
SECTION 2 COMBTNING AND
there is no existing sewer system
such checks from time to time, in shall be set aside in each month ified purposes only. In the event
falling on or after September 1, cessor, and it is further agreed that
Attest:
CONSOLIDATING THE MUNICI- 1973,
serving the City, and
• the necessary amounts. urpon the from the :come and revenues of any such permitted withdrawals
in accordance with the pro- should any or all of said bonds be .
City Clerk
PAL
WATERWORKS
SYSTEM visions
aforesaid certification being execut- said proem its the Revenue Fund are made, the deficiency in such
contained in the bond form oalled for redemption as aforesaid,
WHEREAS, it is necessary and AND THE PROPOSED NEW SEWed by the Engineers and presented and paid into said Reserve Fund, a funds shall be restored as soon as
set
out
in
Section
8
below
(FORM
OF
of
REGISTRATION)
City
will
pay
holders
the
to
the
for the best interests of the City ER SYSTEM
to them, or to their duly authorized reserve in the amount of $8.200. revenues are available.
the respective bonds so called for
that the City construct a municipal
,
SECTION 6. PLACE OF PAYaa
agents or representatives, without which is an amount equal to 10 * The balance of the income and
redemption,
upon
surrender
thereThat
the
existing
municipal
watsewer system. including a new sewa
S/ENT AND MANNER OF EXECUthe necessity of any further meet- percent of the face value of the revenues then remaining shall be
of,
in
addition
to
interest
evidenced
erworks
sy-stens
of
the
City
as
it
age treatment plant, in accordance
-;-:.
TION.
",
ings. authorizations, ordinances or $82.000 of bonds herein authorized. set aside for depreciation, operation
by interest coupons maturing on or
•with plans and specifications pre- presently exists and the proposed
...BOAS
motions by the Board of Trustees Accordingly, the amounts required and maintenance as hereinafter
c!)
Both principal and Interest shall prior to the redemption date, a
new
sewer
system
when
constructed,
pared by Hunter H Martin Az Asto be set aside annually. in the Re- provided.
e 7131 of the City.
be payable at the payee bank. Dees premium in an amount equal to
i
el
and
as
said
waterearks
system
and
sociates, Engineers, of Paducah,
(1D1
Such checks shall be fully neeot- serve Fund from September 1, 1963,
l'
a,
feri o
Bank of Hazel, Hazel. Kentucky, in 3 percent of the principal amount
e
sewer
system
may
be
hereafter
from
Kentucky, now on file in the office
table and the aforesaid bank shall to September 1. 1968. shall be 81.- CIITY OF HAZEL PUBLIC WATES g re
lawful money of the United States thereof if called for redemption on
3
li
time
to
time
be
extended
and
im.t
of the City Clerk, and
be authorized to honor and pay the 640.00 per year, which is $136.67 ER AND SEWER PROJECT OPERv. g
Y..1
. .ilei
proved, are hereby combined and of America, and said bonds shall or after September 1, 1973. and on
ATMS AND MAINTANCE FUND
same, if said certification of the per month.
I
WHEREAS, it appear that the consolidated as a municipal water- be executed on behalf of the City in or before March 1, 1079, 2 percent
Aa and' when additional bonds OF 1963.
Engineers is (lunched thereto, Proonly practical, feasible method of works and sewer system, and so the manner Prescribed in the Bond of the principal amount thereof if
eir: issued rhaenre
klin
ng aounthaorp
ized
aritynn
t
h
t
There shallbe and there is herevided the bank assumes the re- th
defraying the cost of said construc- long as any of the revenue bonds Form set out in Section 8 below. called for redemption thereafter
by created a fund known as the
sponsibility for the propriety of all
All of said bonds, with the inter- and on or before March 1, 1966, and
tion is through the issuance by said hereinafter authorized or permitendorsements, or if all endorse _ the conditions and restrictions here- "City of Hazel Public Water and
('ORIM OP COUPON)
City of Its City of Hazel Water and ted to be issued remain outstanding, est thereon, and any additional 1 percent of the principal amount
meats to it are guaranteed by en_ Matter set forth, provision shall be Sewer Project Operation and MainSewer Revenue Bonds. dated Sep- said combined and consolidated bonds ranking on a parity therewith thereof if called for redemption BOND NO
made for additional payments into tenance Fund of 1963," into which
other responsible bank.
* ternber 1, 1963, in the amount of municipal waterworks and sewer that may be issued and outstanding thereafter and prior to final matur- COUPON No
ain
ih
ne
terS
tiantkin
ng
n F
in
dd tsio
leasprtionepa
ipayi ai
(
de there shall be deposited out of said
No expenditure shall be made t
$82,000, the proceeds of which will eastern shall be owned, controlled, under the conditions and restric- ity. All of said bonds as to which
"Revenue Fund" in each month au
be supplemented by Federal grants operated and maintained on a com- tions hereinafter set forth, are to be said City reserves and exercises the (First paragrph of coupon form tnim the Construction Account exsuch additional parity bonds as and amount equal to eighty percent
In the total amount of $64,579, bined and consolidated basis for Issued in anticipation of the re- right of redemption and as to which goes in coupons attached to bonds cept for proper and authorized expenses relating to the construction when the same become due, and for 480 preemie) of the income and rewhich Federal grants have been the security and source of payment venues to be derived from the oper- notice as aforesaid shall have been numbered 20-82)
Unless the bond to which this i of the new sewer system in accord- increasing the Reserve Fund within venues of said project after the
ation of said combined and con- given, and for the retirement of
approved by the- appropriate Fed- of said revenue bonds
c veanc
yetelirs
add
from
itinntahle pa
dartietyottniss
ndusiinh
eNe aforeenentioned
provisions
have
solidated public project, including which, upon the terms aforesaid, coupon appertains is redeemable ance with the plans and specifics- f
eral authorities, and
complied with, the Board of TresSECTION 3. AUTHORITY, PUP- the sewer system financed by the funds are duly provided, will cease and accordingly shall have been norm of the Engineers approved by
amount
equal
to
10
percent
an
of
tees
hereby finding and determinWHEREAS, such financing can POSE: DECLARATION OP PUB- lbonds authorized herein, all as herethe City, for which construction
to beer interest on the redemption theretofore called for prior redemponly be accomplished by providing 12C PROJECT.
non and payment of the redemp- i contracts have been awarded by the face amount of such additional ing that' id eighty percent (80
Matter more specifically provided, date,
parity
for the combining and consolidatofuch
and shall be payable out of and only
teem price duly made or provided the City to insure the completion of
Seid
t b°
811ilari
dari Mid and said Era -UrePerceul'
Said combined and consolidated out of the "City of Hazel Public
for
-groper
ing of the existing municipal wabalaonpe
cerat
il
s on
said Sewer System.
nec
ae&
nC1
It is provided in and by said or- for.
be
used
serve
Found
shall
solely
and
•terworks system with the proposed municipal waterworks and sewer Water and Sewer Project Bond and dinanee that additional bonds rankfor
the
rnaintanct
of said project. From
Pending disbursement
,
On the first day of
are
pledged
system
Is
hereby
declared
to
cononly
and
hereby
for
this
Fund, all costs of operating,
new sewer system as a single, reInterest Redemption Fund of 1963," ing on a parity with the series of Hi—, the City of Hazel, Kentucky, authorized purposes. the proceeds
venue-producing public project, and stitute a public project within the hereinafter created, and shall be a bonds of which this bond is one may will pay to the bearer the amount of the bonds issued pursuant to the payment of the interest on and maintaining and insuring said probonds
meaning
and
application
of
Chapprincipal
of
the
the
hereby
ject
subject
to
shall
be paid.
pledging the revenues of said provalid claim of the holders thereof be issued and outstanding. and this shown hereon out of its "City of ' this ordinance shall be
If there shall be accumulated in
ject to the payment of the principal ter 58 of the Kentucky Revised against said fund and against the bond and the series of which it Basel Public Water and Sewer pro- a first and permanent lien and authorized and any additional perStatutes
(Sections
58.010
to
58.140.
ity
bonds
herein
permitted
to
be
issaid
Operation and Maintenance
and interest on said proposed bonds,
fixed amount of the grosg revenues forms a part. together with any led t Bond and Interest Redemption charge in favor of the holder or
• I Fund, after payment in full of all
'all of which is apecifically authoris- Inclusive ). The bonds herein au- at said public project of said City such bonds ranking on a parity Fund of 1963." at the Dees Bank of holders of the bonds, and for their Sued.
thorized
shall
be
issued
for
the
puramoun
t
is
•
current
costs of operation, mained by Chapter 58 of the Kentucky
pledged to said Fund.
therewith that may be issued and Hazel. Hazel, Kentucky, as provid- further security.
Each time a monthly
not
pose of defraying the cost
After the Engineers certify that deposited in said payee bank in con- tenance and insurance, a sum in
Revised Statutes, and
SECTION 7. BONDS REGLST- outstanding under the conditions ed in and beine interest then due
otherwise provided) of constructing ERABLE AS TO PRINCIPAL ON- and restrictions of said ordinance, on its $1,000 Water and Sewer Re- the construction of said sewer SVS- nection with any of the Funds hem- cash equal to all anticipated and
WHEREAS, it is the desire and in- said proposed new sanitary sewer Ly,
are and will continue to be payable venue Bond. dated September ,l, tern has been completed and paid in created, such deposits ahall be estimated costs of operating and
tent of this Board of Trustees at system, including the sewage treatqu- made 'with a letter of transmittal , maintaining aaid public water and
for t including the cost of acis
That said bonds and the interest from and secured by an exclusive 1963. above numbered.
• this time to adopt this Ordinance ment plant and all appurtenant
coupons appertaining thereto shall pledge of a fixed portion of the
OTTY OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY Rion of any required land or rights- from the City to the payee bank, sewer project for the ensuing perauthorizing and providing for the facilities, as set out in the plans and
of-way) any surplus then remain- and a copy of such letter of trans- iod of three months commencing
be fulls, negotiable, but upon pre- gross income and revenues to be
By !Facsimile Signature,
Issuance of such Revenue Bonds in specifications prepared bs the Ening shall either be transferred to mittal shall be mailed to the or- upon the first day of the calendar
sentation of any of said bonds at derived from the operation of said
Chairman, Board of Trustees
the amount of $82.000, for the pur- gineers.
in
the Reserve Fund of the Sinking success
the office of the Payee Bank, same combined and consolidated public Attest:
rim
ofeotg
hreap
bh
On
eds foorrins month following the month
(whicts
iginal p
ou
rre
. ha
if sem
pose aforesaid, and to set forth the
which such estimate is made
hereinafter provided or shall
Find
may
be
registered
as
to
principal
project.
which
fixed
portion
of
said
in
(Facsimile
Signature)
SECTION 4. CONSTRUCTION
restrictions and conditions on which
amount
shall be not less than the
erire
nadtel
t tf the Depreciation of such letters of transmittal are
n
beIntdraint:fre
the name of the owner thereof on Income and revenues shall be sufCity Clerk
said Revenue Bonds and any ad- AWARD APPROVED, vionx AUactual costs of operating and mainthe nooks of said Payee Bank, in ac- ficient to pay the principal of and
supplied by such purchaser
&idolise bonds ranking on a parity THORIZED.
SECTION
9.
DISPOSITION
OP
ed for the construction of evenscordance with the terms and con- interest on this bond and the series
The amount by which any funds taining said project for the three
therewith are to be and may be isions ,additions or improvements to . on deposit in said Sinking Fund months period ending on the last
The Board of Trustees hereby ditions contained in the bond form of which it forms a part and any BOND PROCEEDS.
saed and outstanding,
When
any
of
the
bonds
authoriz- said combined and consolidated Reserve are in excess of the pre- day of the calendar month precedauthorizes, approves, ratifies and set out In Section 8 below.
additional bonds ranking on a parity therewith as may be issued and ed or permitted to be issued by this public project, in accordance with ' scribed minimum reserve to be ac- ing the month in which such estiNOW,
THEREFORE,
THE confirms its previous action in
SECTION
8.
BOND
FORM
ordinance
shall
be
sold,
there
shall the orders of this Board of Trustees, cumulated and maintained may be mate is made). no further payoutstanding under the conditions
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE awarding the contracts for the conThat said bonds and coupons
forthwith, out of the proceeds of without the nece.ssity of any further ' held in said Fund as additional re- ments shall be, required to be made
HAZEL. KENTUCKY, struction of said new sewer system shall be in substantially the fol- and restrictions set out in said or- the sale
of
said
bonds,
be
depositcertification by the Engineers
'serve
to the lowest and best bidders and
dinance, as and when the seine beeerve for the same purpose. and into said Operation and MaintenDOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
further approves the action of the lowing form:
come due and payable, and which ed in Use Finking Fund hereinafter
all bonds payable from said ance Fund except to the extent sufSECTION 1. DEFINITIONS.
CREATION
OF
10.
SECTION
VETTED
STA
rem
OF
AMERICA
created,
an
amount equal to all acshall be set aside as a special fund .
Sinking Fund at the time outstand- ficient to pay the current costs of
As used in this ordinance, unless City officials in entering into foraPFICIAL FUNDS.
,
COMMONVVEALTH
OF
the
eterest
from
mine:led
for that purpose iind identified as , amee
mal contracts with said bidders,
big are to be then retired, only such operation, maintenance and insurthe context requires otherwise:
From and after the first day of
KENTUCKY
part of said Sinking Fund Reserve ance in each month, so that said
the -City of Hazel 1'UL:die Water successful purchaser of said bonds,
A. The term "combined and con- subject to the necessary approvals
of
delivery
following
the
month
'
the
COUNTY
OF
CALLOWAY
ispresenting
accrued interest from I
and Sewer Propect Bond and Interh . d shall be used to purchase or re- accumulation may be preserved and
solidated public project." or "public being obtained.
CITY OF HAZEL
T
eat Redemption Fund of 1963." This September 1. 1963, to the date of I
deem bonds in advance of maturity maintained as an Emergency Mainproject," or -public water and sewAuthority is hereby given for un- WATER AND SEWER REVENUE bond and the series of which It delivery of the bonds, plus an ad- under the provisions of this or- as may be in excess of the prescrib- tenance Fund.
er project." or "water and sewer
sewwater
and
said
public
dinance,
'
BOND
dertaking the construction of said
interest
ditional
amount equal to
All funds in the Operation and
forms a part do not constitute an
ed Reserve plus the interest and
project." or -project," or "water
81,000.00 indebtendness of the City of Hazel requirements for a six month period. er project shall be operated on a the principal scheduled tb mature Maintenance Fund shall be kept
sewer system, according to the plans No
and sewer systems," shall be tsed
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE within the meaning of any con- and the amounts so deposited shall fiscal year basis commencing on within the succeeding tas'elve months
and specifications heretofore prert from all other municipal
synonymously in this ordinance and
September second of each year and
pared for the City, and in accord- PRE9ENTS:
stitutional or statutory provisions be held in said fund and be used
on all bonds which by their terms hi cis and shall be deposited and
shall be deemed to refer to the exThat the City of Hazel. in the or limitations. Said City covenants to pay coupons as they mature, said . ending on September first of the are payable from said Sinking sac
ance with awards of construction
in the same manner as
feting municipal waterworks sysCounty of Calloway, in the Com- that said combined and consolidat- period of six months being the succeeding year, and on that basis -bids by said City.
Fund. Any such purchase of bonds herein provided for the deposit and
tem of the City of Hazel and the
monwealth of Kentucky. acknow- ed public project will be continu- estimated period required to corn- the gross income and revenues of prior to maturity shall be made at security of the Sinking Fund.
,
proposed new sanitary sewer system
SECTION 5. AUTHORIZATION ledges itself to owe, and for value
con- said combined and consolidated waWhenever such payments are no
the lowest prices (not exceeding
ousts' owned and operated by the plete the construction herein
to be combined and consolidated OP BONDS.
received, hereby promises to pay to City as a revenue-producing under- tempated. From the elimainng pro- ter and sewer project shell be set their current fair market value nor longer required to be made into said
the
with said waterworks system as a
For the purpose of defraying
the bearer hereof, or, if this bond taking, and that the City will fix I ceeds of the sale of such bonds, aside into a separate and special the terms for redemption thereof) Operation and Maintenance Fund,
single, • revenue-produciag
public mists of the construction, comple- be registered as hereinafter providthere shall simultaneously be de- fund to be designated as the 'City following advertisement for tend- the portion of the revenues which
project, and any extensions, ad- tion, and establishment of said sew- ed, to the registered holder hereof, and charge such rates for the serand paid any and all exproject
ducted
facilities
of
said
ers, but if insufficient acceptable would otherwise be so payable may.
vices
and
preliminary
ditions or improvements thereto er system. including
solely from the special fund here- so that the income and revenues penses incident to the issuance, Project Revenue Fund of 1963,s tenders are received, the remaining by order of the Board of Trustees,
financed through the issuance of expenses. land and rights of way, inafter identified, the sum of
the
called
sometimes
hereinafter
sale
and delivery of such bonds, inexcess shall be applied to the calling :•ither be transferred to the Retherefrom will be sufficient to pay
expense, capitalized
additional bonds ranking on a par- engineering
ONE THOIMDAND DOLLARS
eluding the fee of the Fiscal Agent, alleveue Fund." and the revenues of and redemption of bonds as here- serve Fund of the Sinking Fund, and
* ity with the bonds herein authoriz- interest during construction, legal on the first day of September. 19—, all of said bonds and the interest
project
sewer
and.
water
public
said
. publication costs, legal fees and exAll bonds so shall be so transferred so long as
inbefore provided
and administrative costs, fees of and to pay interest on said sum
ed.
penses and such other expeiees as so set aside shall then be used and purchased or redeemed shall be can- the minimum prescribed Reserve
B. "Engineer" or "Engineers" fiscal agents and engineers and all from the date hereof at the rate of to pay the cost of operation and
follows:
as
apportioned
eas not been accumulated and is
celled.
maintenance thereon, and to pro- may be approved by the Boerd of
means the engineers or one of incidental expenses, there are here1 a,
percent
Trustees. Thereafter, the entire reNo further payment need be made lot being maintained or has not
them) who prepared the plans and by authorized to be presently is- eer annum, payable semi-annually, vide for the depreciation thereof.
WATPUBLIC
HAZEL
OF
CITY
maining proceeds of such sale shall
Into said Sinking Fund and Re- men restored, or, when not so ordspecifications for the construction sued and sold Eighty-Two (821 an the first days of March and
This bond is fully negotiable, but be applied, to the extent necessary, ER AND SEWER PROJECT BOND serve Fund whenever and so long •red or required to be transferred
of said new sewer system, and who bonds of said City, to be known as September in each year until paid, it may be registered as to principal
REDEMPTION
INTEREST
AND
toward defraying the . costs of the
as such amount of the bonds shall .o the Sinking Fund Reserve. may
will
supervise
the
construction City Hazel Water and Sewer Re- mcept as the provisions hereinaf- only, in the name of the owner, on construction
of the new sewer sys- FUND OF 1963.
deposited in the Depreciation
have been retired that the amounts
thereof, and shall be deemed to re- venue Bonds. in the total principal mr set forth with respect to prior
special
a
created
hereby
There
is
Dees
Bank
of
the
of
tern hereinbefore mentioned. To the
the books
then held in such funds are equal aund.
fer to Hunter H. Martin Se Assoc'. amount of Eighty-Two Thousand redemption may be and become ap- Hazel. Hazel, Kentucky. as the
as
known
be
to
fund
or
account
ICS
extent. that the City shall have
to the entire amount of the inates, Consulting Engineers, 3220 Dollars (82.0001. to be dated Sep- elicable hereto, such interest as Bond Registrar, which registration
found it necessary and possible to the -City of Hazel Public Water ', terest and principal that will be SITY OF HAZEL PUBLIC WATER
denomination
the
Leine Oak Road, Paducah, Kentucky, tember 1, 1963. in
nay accrue on and prior to the shall be noted on the back hereof . expend funds for various items of and Sewer Project Bond and In- payable at the time of the retire- AND SEWER PROJECT DEPRECor a member of that firm, or its Of $1.000 each and numbered from maturity of this bond to be paid by said Registrar. after which no
Redemption Fund of 1963" ,
construction costs relating to said
ment or maturity of all of the IATION FUND OF 1963.
1 to 82.
$11(`CeflOr or MICCeaSCIT.
upon presentation and surrender transfer hereof shall be valid un- sewer system prior to the issuance, (hereinafter sometimes called the 1 bonds then remaining outstanding
There shall be and there is hereC -Independent Consulting Enthere
1
which
into
Fund"),
"Sinking
if
the
annexed
interest
coupons
as
books
and
less made on said
simi- sale and delivery of said bonds, the
Said bonds shall bear interest
Such payments into said Sinking by created a fund known as the
gineer" refers to an Independent
prothe
of
out
aside
set
be
shall
severally
mature,
both
lie
same
the
back
noted
on
hereof:
lazily
aggregate of all of such expendfrom September 1, 1963, payable
Fund and said Reserve Fund shall "City of Hazel Public Water and
Consulting Engineer or firm of Enthe bonds an
semi-annually or. the first days of principal and interest being pay- but this bond may be discharged itures may be reimbursed to said ceeds of the sale of
be made in equal monthly instal- eewer Project Depreciation Fund of
gineers of national reputation in
accollected
the
to
equal
amount
lawful
money
of
the
able
in
United
restored
to
from registration and
City from the proceeds of the bonds
March and eeptember in each year
lments on the first day of ease '963." .hereinafter sometimes called
the field of waterworks and sewer
the
from
received
intervest
crued
States
of
America
at
the
Dees
Bank
by
being
transfull negotiability
hereby authorized. upon orders of
and shall bear interest at a rate or
month, except that when the first •he
-Depreciation
Fund," into
system engineering
ferred in such manner to bearer, , the Board of Trustees of the City. purchaser of the bonds plus an
rates to be determined by resolu- if Hazel, Hazel, Kentucky.
i
day of any month shall be on a which there shall be deposited out
D "Payee Bank" means the bank
amount
additiona
This
aubond
is
one
of
a
duly
after which it shall again be nego- Pending expenditure of such retion to be adopted by the Board of
1 Sunday or a legal holiday, then af said Revenue Fund, in each
at which the principal and interrequirements falTrustees of the City at the time of thorized series of bonds in the table and transferable by delivery, maining proceeds for such purpose, months' interest
,1 such payments shall be made on month, the remaining twenty perest on the bonds herein authorized
provide
bonds.
to
said
due
on
Thousand
ling
amount
of
Eighty-Two
but it may again be registered as such resnaining proceeds shall be
the public sale of said bonds, not
.
the next succeeding secular day.
cent (20 percent) of the balance of
will be payable and which shall also
numbered
consecutively before. The registration of this deposited in a special construction for Interest requirements during
legal maximum of six Dollars,
In the event that the income and the annual income and revenues
• serve as all of the depository-of to exceed the
period.
construction
anticipated
inclusive,
issued
by
the
from
1
to
82,
shall
not
rebond as to principal
account at the payee bank, said
percent (6 per cent) per annum
revenues during any month are in- remaining after the provisions conthe various funds created.in this
said City for the purpose of de- strain the negotiability of the account to be called "City of Hazel and into which there shall further . adequate to make the required pay- tained in the previous sections and
ordinance and as the Bond ReThe numbering, maturities and fraying the cost (not otherwise pro- coupons attached hereto, and said Public Water and Sewer Project be set aside in each month from
ments into said Sinking Fund and subsections of this ordinance have
gistrar, which bank is the Dees principal and interest requirements vided) of constructing a new sancoupons-shall continue to be trans- Construction Account of 1963: Said the gross income and revenues in said Reserve Fund, the deficiency been complied with. There shall aiBank of Hazel, Hazel. Kentucky.
portion
such
Fund,
on said $82,000 of bonds, based up- itary sewer system, including a ferable merely by delivery,
Revenue
the
deposit in said bank, to the extent
shall be made up and paid as so be deposited in this Depreciation
E 'Board of Trustees" means the on the tentatively estimated rate of sewage disposal
plant, in and for
This bond is exempt from tax- that same may cause the aggregate thereof as will be sufficient to pay aforesaid from the first available Fund the proceeds from the sale of
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in Kentucky All moneys received parity with the bonds herein au- • parity therewith that may be is- (ow days thereafter, the City cove- ers of the bonds and that no bined and consolidated municipal the installation and connection of
for lasses under any tlf andt tu- thorial& seilined to the conditions sued are outatanchng, as fellows:
nant. thee
will cause an audit changes which may adversely ef- waterworks and sewer systems of water and sewer lines from the
strand policies, sempt paint
A It will at all Unice operate of the elimines.1 affairs of the public face the interests of bond-holders the City, as follows:
buildings on the respeoUve preand reariatillens set forth in either
dirty, instil be paid 1110 -Ms De- of the lelkowistg lettered paragraphs said project on a revenue produc- *swat prer
mises to the points where such reMONIIILY VAA'TER
aticto be made by a shall be made in the requirements
predation Fund and au& payee** of this asettoto
ing bads, and will permit no ser- Cerallini
Accountant. and apeciflod in said ordinance so long No. Gds. of Water
Mo. Chores spective lines are brought to serve
'ball not reduce the ateritinia Othersuch premises ebell be tiorne by
A. Soak addittonal parity bonds vices to be rendered free at charge ARM se the audit report shall be as any of the bonds or parity bonds
ber Mo.
wage required to be paid LOD said may be Visaed to pay the balance or without full compensation.
the respective property owners, who
hie:Oohed to the original purchas- authorised or permitted to be is- For the liret
gais.
B. It will at all times maintain ers of said bonds, upon request, and sued under the provisions of this
Fund. Disbursements et such pro- of the cost of the proposed new
min bill than further indemnify the City
...... .
or MS
seeds alma be made in the same sower system, as hereinbefore dent- this project in good condition a copy of same shall be kept on ordinance are outstanding.
from any loam or damage that
For the next 2,000 gals.
Meaner and for the aeon purposes Iffed. and as per pions and specifi- ttunuth application of revenues ac- Afas in the office of the City Clerk,
S.65 per 1,000 directly or indirectly be oculist
or less
SECTION
U.
PROVISIONS
IN
as are otiose dieltuesemente made cations on file with the City Clerk cumulated and set aside for opera- Whore it will be subject to ingals or pert by the instadation of such lines.
boor int Deprecladon
and; Pro- at the time of enactment of this tion and maintenance as herein emotion at any reasonable time by CONIPLICT REPEALED.
thereof Ad water and sewer odurootione
That
ordinances,
all
resolutions
vided further that if. following any °tailrace, in the event the proceeds provided, and will make renewals or an behalf of any holder of outshall be made Lauder the supervision
For the next 2.000 gals
coders,
and
or
parts
thereof,
In
mob insured lose any principal or derived from the issuatice and sale and replacements, as the same may standing bonds or conpons. A con60 per 1,000 of the Superintandent of the mumor less
conflict
herewith
are,
to
the
extent
taterest payment is dut . and there of the bonds herein authorized are be required, through application of densation of the important facts
systems.
gals. or part
are no other funds available for insufficient for that purpose; pro- revenues accumulated and set aside shown by such report will be mail- of such oonfliot, herNY repealed.
thereof climil
Orw
N "6."161111116011"IsweVEr
4
*sIte
fiEC
and
it
is
hereby
specifically ordered For the next 4,000 gals.
mob payment, such Lowrance pro- vided that prior to the issuance of into the Depreciation Fund
ed to any such bondholder or cowC It will not permit any com- onholder upon request. The City and provided that any proceedings
coeds must firet be applied to the any parity bonds under the provis.55 per 1,000
or leas
heretofore
for the issuance of
taken
ions of this Section 16, there shall peting water or sewer system public also shall prepare and furnish to
defaulted payment or payments.
gals. or part li
er
srecervers"ea
eg°iNg
b:LARCI.
as to all
Yarg
he
l
ee rl
ci
other
bonds
or
payable
secured
in
RATR3
AND have been procured and filed with or private, to provide water or sew- any bondholder requesting same,
thereof promisee abutting an streets, al14.
SEOTION
any
manner
by
all
or any part of For the next 5,000 gals
ORAROE13 FOR SERVICES OF the City Clerk a certificate of the er &melee to customers within the monthly earnings statementa of the
leys, easements or other public ore
the income and revenues of said
Engineers, generally explaining the City limita and its outside servioe PeoieeL
50 per 1.000 private ways vinare new sewer bad
or leas
IRE PROJECT.
public
project, or any pert thereof,
gals. or part are available within the meaning
While the bonds herein auttions- Yemen for the defimency in the area, to the extent that the City
SECTION
MLR Ote some. and which have not heretofore
thereof of existing urdinancee of the City
ed, or any of them, remain out- bond proceeds and renommending Is legally able to prevent same It
The
stair°
$2,800 of bonds au- been issued and delivered. are here- For the riext 5,000 gals
seandlng and unpaid. the rates for the hosuance of the additional bonds will specifkially reject and appcee
requiring connecUou to available
thorised
by
this ordinance rhea by reveked and rescinded, and none
45 per 1,000 sewer linos, upon the date of actual
or leas
all services and facilities rendered In the amount proposed and pro- any application by any competing
water
or
sewer
system,
public
or
be
offered
for sale, widen Shall be of such other bonds shall be issued
gals, or part connection thereto, or on a date
ty the amid public, to said City and vided further that in no event shall
publicly advertised, upon the beefs and delivered.
thereof sixty (60) days after the Superinto its cau.ens. corporations, or more than 61.000 principal amount private, to carry on such business
of
sealed,
competitive bids, which
SECTION 25. SIGNATURES OF For all OVer 20,000 gals
others requiring the same. shell be Os' five percent 4.5 percent) of the within the corporate limits of the
teu.dent of the sower system furdate be publicly opened and acted OPPICERf3.
40 per 1,000 nishes such property owner notice,
per month
Teen:cable and just, taking into ac principal amount of the additional City.
If any of the officers whose signagala. or part either by personal written notice or
D It will cause each municipal won by the Board of Trustees; to
count arid consideration the oast parity bonds toiled under the prothereof by notice published in a local newsof maintaining and operating the visions of this Section 16A iwhicti- officer or other person having cue- that end, the Chairman of the tures or facsimile signatures ap'
Board of Trustees and the City pear on the bonds or coupons cease
mine, the proper and necessary. al- ever amount is the greater, be tosiY of any moneys
(1) MINIMUM MONTHLY WATER peper
circulation elb
general
of
adtninigl
'
ers"
lowances for depreciation thereof. , scheduled to mature on any given under the provisions of this cretin- Clerk are authorized to sign an els- to be such officers before delivery
BILL.
throughout said City, to the effect
,
propriate form of Notice soliciting Of the bonds, the signatures shall
and the amounts necessary for the principal payment date prior to ance to be bonded at all times in an
The minimum water bill shall be Lisa'. sewer service is available to
purchase
bids,
and
to
cause
the
nevertheless
be
September
valid
for
1,
all
19600.
puramount at least equal to the max$285 per month, and each water such premises. whichever is earlier.
retirement of all bonds and the acsame to be published in conformity poses the same as if the officers customer shall
B. Said City hereby further re- imuni amount of such moneys
be entitled to 2.000
mune interest on all such bonds as
SECTION 7. EPPIDUTIVE DATES
in with Chapter 434 of the
Kentucky
had
remained
in
office
until
delivadditionhis custody at any time, will seg- Roomed statutes,
gallons (or leen in each month for FOR. WATER CHARGES.
may be ouretensiing under the pro- , servos the right of lashing
ery,
as
provided
bonds
panty
in
to
KRE
in
pay
order
56.060
the
and
ovate and earmark such funds,
such minimum charge
visions of this ordinance, and there al
foregoing
and
The published Notice shall be in In ERB 61390.
(2) WATERWORKS CONNECTION chargTheesfshaloregol
shall be charged such rates and coats of further revenue producing conaistant with this ordinance, in
efwafecertiveraest456to
the
customary
form
or
forms
and
SECTION
unprovementa
26.
sEvniABurry
extensions
from
or
such manner as to enable the City
CHARGE.
amounts as shall be adequate to
water customers for the
shall identify the bonds offered for CLAUSE
A connection charge of $1000 is monthly billing beginning immedmeet the requirements of the pro- time to time to mud public project, to obtain the benefit of the lowest
shall
sale,
designate
•
day
and
section,
If
any
paragraph,
adbefore
clause,
such
that
provided
any
possible insurance rates on such
established and shall be exacted iately after the effective date of
visions of this ordinance Compenhour for the receiving and public or provision of this Ordinance shell
for all size connections for each this Ortiumnoe. and Mall be efsation for service and facilities ditional bonds ranking on a parity bonds; each such bond shall have
opening and consideration of pur- be held invalid, the invalidity of
the
may
under
proissued
be
so
e, surety given by a surety corporanew water customer
rendered to the City. including a
feotive as to the respective pre!chase bids. which time will be the such section, paragraph, clause or
B. MONTHLY SEWER RATES
rearioneble charge for fire hydrants, visions of the Section 16B. there ta°° qualified to do
muses of new water customers bebuidne°3 In time of a regular, adjourned re- provision ehall not affect any of
and
procured
shall
been
filed
have
The rates or charges for sewer guming on the respective dates upKentucky. and approved by the [ ruler. or railed, special meeting of
!hall be paid for out of the corporremaining
the
provisions
statement
by
this
City
with
a
Clerk
of
the
governing body of the City, And the
service shall be based insofar as on which the owner connects his
ate funds of the City by monthly
[ the Board of Trustees, as the Chair. Ordinance.
possible upon the quantity of water premises to the water line made
payments into the Revenue Fund an independent Certified Public premiums of such surety bond shall [
man
may
determine;
shall
require
EIP.CTION
rrrEcrrvE
27.
regular
DATE
em- constitute a proper expense of opersupplied each month to the re- available to such premises
the same as other meanie and re- Accountant. not In the
that
bids
be
for
all
of
said
bonds
payan
OF
In
ORDINANCE.
spective premises and except for
acing and maintaining the project,
venues of said public project. and ploy of the City. that
SECTION II. RATES ARE EXand be upon terms of cash at net
That this Ordinance shall take the minimum monthly sewer charge
shall then be apportioned as other ments required by this ordinance and may be paid from the asegiers lees
CLUSIVE OF SALES TAX.
than
98
percent
of
par
value.
effect
from
and
after
its passage, prescribed herein, shall be 16 perincome and revenues thereof are to be nude into the various funds available in the -Operation and
The foregoing rate schedules are
phis accrued interest; shall permit approval ahd publication as provid- cent of the
monthly water bill 0- rates to be charged by the City of
required by this ordinance to be ap- are current, and t2, reciting the Maintenance Fund."
Melees
to
stipulate
one
or
more
inE. It will retain • firm of Inde- tenet coupon rates in multiples et ed by Woe
termined by the above water rates. Hazel, and any applicable State
portioned among the various funds. apunon. beard upon necessary in. Introduced, adopted. approved GS MINIMUM MONTHLY SEWER
Prior to the sale and delivery of vestigation, that the net income pendent Consulting Engineers to insales tax shall be added to such
14
percent
or
I.
10
percent,
with
no
the bonds herein authorized. an in- 1 and revenues of said project for spect the project and its operation
RILL.
than one rate bens specified and ordered published by the Board
bill as a separate charge.
amore
The minimum sewer bill shall be
itial schedule of rates and charges twelve '.12) consecutive months out at least once in each period of three ref bonds maturing th any one year. at Trustees of the City of Hazel.
SECTION 9. ALL CUSTOMERS
Kentucky, at a meeting held on $2.15 per month,
for the services thereby to be af- of the preceding eighteen t113, years and will cause such firm to
MIEFERED. NO FREE SERVICE.
interest becomirig due on any
fooled to gu inert, inceming the months umbeect to adjustments as file with the City Clerk and make and
(2)
SEWER
CONNECTION
miters., mosent date may not be October 7. 1963.
It shall be mandatory for all cusApproved:
CHORE,
City. shall be established and adopt- hereinafter provided) were equal available to any interested bondtomers of the waterworks system to
representellby more than one coup- W. P. Russell
to at least one and one-half tile) holder a written report of the find- on
A connection charge of $2500 is be metered. and the schedule of
ed.
ein was bend provided that no
Chairman of the Board of Trustees. established and shall be exacted
tames the maximum annual print- trigs and recoenmendations as a re- bide
rates herein prescribed shall be unmeg awned the legal maxi- City of Hazel, Kentucky
covENANT TO I ip•1 end interest requirements with suit of said inspection.
sacrioN
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mum
labored
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OPERATE
net
THE
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MAINTAIN AND
ATTEBT.
Ireapeot to the bonds then outetan4WW1%
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the waterworks and. or weer sys• SECT
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PROJECT.
ing plus the additional parity bonds REMED
C. PIM IITTIR.ANT RENTALS. tems. Abject only to
the specified
annum.
City Clerk
That Sahd City hereby covenant''in= proposed to be issued. -Net WThat any holder of said bonds, or
All standard fire hydrants 'public differences isppllcable to
The city shall reserve the nem.
charges to
and agrees with the bolder or hoed- eceno said revenues," as herein us- of any of the coupons,
(SEAL OF CITY)
private)
or
shall
be
billed
at
the
may. °thin. in its discretion,
nonresidents of the City as oomto determine the
ers a the bonds herein authorized ed. are defined as gross income at. law or in equity, by suit, action,
CERTIFICATION
rate of $200 per month, and the pared to charges to resideots of
I W. B. atilsteaci. City Clerk of City will pay the sum of $200 per
to be iesued, or any of them. that and revenues lam operating OE- mandamus, or other proceedings, best bid or bids. to waive any inthe City. No one shall receive or be
formality and to reject any or all the
faithfully and PunctosallY pen.ses, which shall include salaries,
City of Hazel. Kentucky do month for each fire hydrant maintt
compel
entitled to free water or sewer serL
akarge
and
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sme
bids.
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Bidders
enance
shall be required to hereby certify that the foregoing is tained by the City.
perform all duties with reference wages. cost of maint
City
said
and
said
its
sum
officers
to
be
and
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vice or to any such service without
to said public project required by ; operation. materiais and suppler". agents of all duties imposed or re- deposit a good faith cheek by caah- a true and correct copy of an Or- deposited in the same fund as all
paying the full rates herein specilees check or certified check, in dinance adopted by the Board of other
the Constitution and laws of the treatment costs, and insurance, as quired by law or this ordinance in the
revenues
of
the
municipal
minimum amount
two peefied.
Commonwealth of Kentucky, in- well as all other items that are
of
Trustees cie NM City at a meeting waterworits and sewer systems are
the
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o cent 4 2 percent.) of the face amount held on October 7. 1963. on the deposited
chiding the making arid collection I normally end regularly so included eunnee
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day
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"" of the bonds offered for sale.
of reasonable and sufficient rates under recognised accounting procsame occasion signed in open meg- each month.
and collecting of
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,2!_so
ient
The Chairman of the Board of aton by the Chairman of the Board
tor services rendered and facilities aces; exclusive of suagehess for rates and segregation of the
SECTION Z. Firry PERCENT
osseemie Trustees
and ttie City Clerk are ad- of Trustees as evidence of his ap- SURONARCNE Ole NONRESIDENTS thly commencing on the 15th day
aftertied. and will lemegate the depreciation.
and revenues and the application
of each calendar month or as soon
revenues end make etedlatuea
The -net moome and revenues" thereof in accordance with the pro- ditionelly authorized, in connection proval. ordered to be published as FOR RATES AND ootrriscrnaa thereafter as weather
and other
with such sale, to sign, cause to be required by law, and recorded aa CHARGES.
therm( into the respective funds referred to above scat, be adjusted visions of this ordinance.
oonditione and circumstances may
reproduced In minreograPhed. Print- other ordinances of said City are
as provided be this ordinance) and for Ore purpose of the foregoing
The schedule of rates herein pre- reasonably permit. and such readIf there be any default in the
ed, or other multiple copy form, and customarily recorded and now in scribed for both monthly
the agy hereby irrevocably colon- computations to reflect any revise payment of the principal of or
water ing shall continue as expeditiously
Inthen. to supply an Interested party upon full force and effect.
and sewer service and for water as possible until all of the meters
of such excess, niay- be ant& bands and nblIgate's itself not ion in the schedule of rates . or tereet on any of said bonos,
any
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limits of the with the City for new water service
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until
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,thereto.
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revenues
to
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,
and
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located outside and/ or sewer service by any .custoadminister said public project an
corn of . extensions and improve.er to about uniformity in bidding Stand- (SEAL)
I the bonds herein authorized or per- realized from the extensions or
behalf of said city. ivith
the City limits of the City shall be mers desiring water service and,or
men
ard
Bid
Forms
have
shall
be
required.
[
public
Project.
charged
said
Provements
to
monthly water and *Mei sewer service before being entitled
been
charge and collect rates and charges
eolidated municipal waterworks and Tallied t° be Issued shall
Suggested forms of a -Notice of '
rincipal and in- the cost of which is to be paid for the services and
rates equal to 150 percent of the to such service., Any customer hayfacilities prosewer s-ystem. but such surplus shall paid in full. both p
1/,
Bond Sale." the "Official Terms I AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY monthly rates
further
City
terest.
the
and
coythrough
of
issuance
such
the
adherein prescribed lug made deposits heretofore shall
vided by said public project sufficinot be available for or used for any
Conditions of Sale of Bonds," ' OP HAZEL, KENTUCKY El3TAB- and shell be charged
and
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with
but
bond&
.
the
such
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adagrees
chtional
and
150 percent of be entitled to a credit for same on
ent to provide 'for the payment of
other purpose without the consent 1 enants
and the "Bid !worm." having been I "SIMI° HATES. FEES AND the connection charges
bonds to maintain in good justmeets shall be made only if (1) any bonds or obligations
herein pre- said required deposit of 110.00. Such
of the holders of at least 90 percent of said
outstandprepared and sutenitted, by bond ICRARGES "DR THE USE OF scribed for water
operate onntracta 'secured by 100 percent 1 ng
continuously
condition
and
and sewer coianec- deposit of $10.00, less any unpaid
and the interest thereon and
in amount, of the bonds then outcouncil and the same having been AND THE SERVICIM RENDERED Ham
project,
to
and
public
said
charge
unmedthe
for
bond
,
performance
expenses of operation and maintenstanding.
charges, shall be refunded to such
examined by the City Council and BY THE MUNICTPAL WATERand collect such rates and charges late construction or acquisition of ance. and to apply the
income and
customer, his heirs or assigns,
found to be in order, the same are WORKS SYSTEM AND THE PROSECTION 3. RIGHTS ON PAYSEATION 11. PROPORTION OP for services rendered and facilities such extensions or unorovementa revenues in accordance
with the
whenever such customer notifies
hereby approved and may be used POSED NEW MUNICIPAL SEW- MENT
OF
REVINUES ALLOCATED ARE De- afforded thereby, so that the gross has., been entered into or will have , provisions of this ordinance,
CONNECTION
and of
ER sysTEm Or SAID CITY. AND CHARGE: PAVEMENT REPLACE- the City legally to chacsonneit or
for purposes of this Section 21.
TIORMINED TO BE sUPPICIENT income and revenues will be suf- been entered into prior to the is the applicable statutes
of Kentucky
terminate service to such customer.
PROVID1240 FOR THE COLLECFOR DEE'RECIATION AND FOR ficient at all tames to make the Pre- , snance of such additional parity and to take such other action
as
. SECTION 12, OWNERS PAY
SECTION 22. CONTRACTUAL TION AND ENFORCEMENT CE
opronaTioN AND mAprrENA.NcE scribed payment& into the several bonds. and 42) such adjustments are
The
payment
by
a
property
owner
may be appropriate for the pro- NATURE OF ORDINANCE
CONNECTION CHARGES; OCSUCH RATES AND CHARGES.
of the prescribed water connection
OF PROJECT.
!Penal funds, as heresinhernre Prn- based upon and included in a cer- tection of any such holder within
The provisions of this Ordinance
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees charge shall entitle the owner of CUPANTS PAY RATES.
The Board of Trustees hereby vided. as well as to pay the costs of tfficatkon of an Independent Conthe applicable legal provisions.
Connection charges, where apshall constitute a contract between of the City of Hazel. Kentucky, has
Such property to have a water line
finds and determines that the pro- operation and maintenance of the suiting Engineer. as defined here- . SECTION 19. ALL BONDS
OF the said City of Hazel and the heretofore determined that the proplicable, shall be the personal oblibrought to the edge of his property
portion of the cash revenues of same and sufficient to produce and in, who has or will have filed with THIS ISSUE ARE EQUAL.
holders of the bonds herein author- motion and preservation of the pubgation of the owner of the respecline or easement, and said charge
said public project required herein maintain net annual revenues . as the City Clerk prior to the issuance i The bonds authorized and perteed to be issued, and after the is- lic health, safety and general wettive properties. All water and sewer
includes the cost of replacing any
:6 be set aside into the Operation hereinafter defined) equal to at of said additional parity bonds a mated to be issued hereunder, and
stance of any of the bonds, no fare of end City and of all of its
rentals and charges, other than conpavement which may be disturbed
end Maintenance Fund is prosier least one and one-half times the written opinion further certifying from tune to time outstanding, shall
nection charges, shall be the perchange. variation, or alteration of citizens and inhabitants require the on
any dedicated public streets or
and sufficient for the operation and ; average annual amount required [ that such extensions or improve- not be entitled to priority one over
sonal obligation, collectible by law.
any kind, in the provisions of this construction and installation of a ways
during construction, Such promaintenance of said public project. in each fiscal year to pay maturing ments are economically sound. pro- [ the other in the application
the occupant of the lot, property
of the Cirdinance shall be made in any new municipal sanitary sewerage
perty owner, if he desires water of
and that the remaining proportion principal of and interest on all out- fitable and feasible to be made [ income and revenues regardless
Or building receiving the benefits
of manner, except as herein provided, system. including sanitary sewers,
,service, must bear the coat (includof such balance as provided herein standing bonds: and, further. that and rimmed and for the best in_ the time, or times, of their Liesuance,
until such time as all of said bonds treatment plant and appurtenant ing replacement of any pavement Of such same and service so long as
is sufficient for the purposes of , said City will not at any tune re- tenni of the public project
it being the intention that there twilled hereunder and the interest
facilities and that said City pro- which may be disturbed on his pre- the same continues, and the eatisI duce its ratesovd charges for set...said Depreciation Fund
be
_o
for
payment
dates
•
shell
The interest
p
priority among the thereon have been paid In full: vide for
said sewer system to be mises during the construction , of faction of the liability by any Party
vice i at if the itisting rates are any such additional bonds shall be-f. bonds authorized or
permitted to be provided, however, that the holders combined and consolidated with the
SECTION 12. PRIORITY AS TO producing net annual revenues
running a water line from the shall be a discharge of the liability
serni-annually on March first and issued tinder the provision.s of this of eighty
for which the payment is made.
percent (90 percents In existing municipal waterworks; sya- building located on his
DEPOS'TI INTO VARIOUS FUNDS. equal to leas, than one and one-half
premises to
and
September first of .each year.
ordinance. regardless of the fact principal amount of the bonds at teen
SECTION 13. MULTIPLE USERS.
The money in the Revenue Pund I times such average annual principal
of
the
single.
cama
City
as
the
point
in
said
property
line
or
the princEll maturities of such that they may be actually issued any time outstanding
Where two or more tenants or
shall have the blued and consolidated public pro- easement where the City
set out above shall be allotted and and interest requirements, or Ibi
has
additional bends shall be SePtem- and delivered at dirtererrt
occupants (of different rental units)
times; right to consent to and approve the ject, and
paid into the various funds herein until the City has obtained a writbrought
the
water
line.
bar first of any year in which any I provided that except as provided in adoption of resolutions.
Of property are served by a single
ordinances
created in the manner and on the ten opirsibb of a firm of Independ;WHEREAS. the City is by con
such principal is scheduled to be- i Section 16 hereof (Parity Bonds). or other proceedings,
SECTION 4. RIGHTS ON PAY- water meter,. the water and sewer
modifying or current proceedings providing for
basis of the priority set out above. eat Consulung Engineers to the efcome due.
Vie City shall not, so long as any amending any of the terms or proIn the event that the income and feet that the proposed reduced rates
the issuance of it Water and See/- MENT OF SEWER CONNECTION rentals and charges shall be the
bonds.kif the bonds herein authorized are visions
The additional parity
contained In this bond or- er Revenue Bonds, for the purpose CHARGES.
PoTectual obligation, collectible lw
revenues available in said Revenuo will produce net annual revenues
(sometimes referred to as bonds outstanding, issue any additional dinance. subject to
The payment 4 a property own- Law, of the per. sin or persons wtio
the provision of defraying the net of said sewer
Fund during any month are M- equal to or greater than one and tverciottedto be issued) the is- bonds payable from the revenues
of that this ordinance shall not be so system, all in the manner as provoi- er of the prescribed sewer connec- limey for such service and, where
ade:none to make the required pay- one-half times such average annual ,
suance of which is restricted and said project unless the lien or modified or amended
in any man- ed by Chapter 58 of the KerstuekY tion charge shall entitle the owner applicable. make the required dements into any of the Rinds here- requirements.
: conditioned by this Section. shall Pledge of the revenues or other se- ner that may adversely
of any premises abutting upon any posit. Silting of rates to such users
affect the Revised Statutes, and
in created, the deficiency shall be
So long as any bonds (Including be understood to mean bonds pay- icurnies
to secure such additional rights of holders of less than all
street. road, alley, public way or shall be made the same as if only
made up and paid from the first panty bonds, if any hall be iesued,
w000R,EAs,
in
and
by
said
Chapable from the income and revenues ' bonds is made inferior and sub- of the bonds
then outstanding or ter 56 it is required that rates or easement in which there exists, one customer occupied the entire
available income and revenues thre- are outstanding, pursuant to the ,
of said public project, ranking on , ordinate in all respects to the se- to reduce the
percentage of the charges of the municipal water- within 50 feet of the property line property; provided. however, that
after received, and the same shall terms and proviatons of this Ordina parity with the bonds herein I curity of the bonds herein authortz- number of holders
whose consent is amiss system and of the municipal of said owner, a sewer pipe, main. upon the application by any, custobe in addition to payments other- ance, under no circumstances shall specifically
authorized, and shall ' ed.
required to effect a further modifi- sewer system be prescribed and lateral or other structure or instal- mer for a separate meter and upon
wise provided . to be made in the any of the revenues derived by said not
be deemed to inchide nor to I
cation,
next succeeding month or months. City from the operation of said prohibit
maintained so as to provide for the lotion of the sewer system capable payment of the coat thereof, the
SECTION N. P.FrORDS, AUDthe issuance of, other
SECTION 23. ORDINANCE RE- payment of the interest upon and of receiving !towable wastes, to have City shall install a separate meter
public project, or from any of the (*Illations. the security and source !I'M AND REPORTSetO-11ON 13. INSURANCE
QUIRING
CONNECTIONS
Is principal of said bonds as the same such line brought to a point located for such applicant, in which event.
Insofar as consistent with the
It is hereby covenanted and insurance policies required to be of payment of which are suborCONTRACTUAL,
become due, and also to pay operat- at the edge of the property line such applicant will be billed at the
[Isms
of
Kentucky. said City agrees
agreed that so long as any of the carned on said project, be diverted dirnite and subject to the priority
It Is hereby represented that the ing and maintenance costs, as well or easement, and said charge ainy
n- water and sewer rates applicable
bonds hereby authorized are Mit- into the General Fund of said City of the bonds herein authorized or that so long as any of the bonds Board of Trustees of the City of
as to create a depreciation fund. eludes the cost of replacing any to the usage of water and sewer
, hereby authorized remain outatandotandm. the City will carry for the or used or disbursed in any manner permitted to be netted.
Hazel has enacted an ordinance on and
pavement which may
service as shown by such separate
rein Pr
At the time of issuance of stud ' ing, it will keep proper books of re- this date
benefit of the holders of the bondsexce
requiring that all sources
WHEREAS, it is necessary at this an any dedicated public streets or meter.
[ additional parity bonds. all pay_ , cord and account separate from all of ffowable
adequate fire anti windstorm insewage be connected to time that a schedule of rates for ways during construction. Each
SECTION 16. PARITY BONDS. ments required
by this ordinance to other municipal records and ac- the proposed
SECTION 14, REVISION OF
aurance with eitended coverage,
new sewer system of water service and for sewer service customer must bear the cast (In- Rsrass
Said City hereby reserves the
on any and all buildings and struc- eight and privilege of financing the be made in the various fund and • counts. showing complete and cor- Use City if connection is available,
eluding replacement of any paveprescribed
be
provision
and
that
be
rect
entries of all transactiorot reThe schedule of rates and charges
turns of the said public project initIal completion of the construe- all balances required herein to be
or as soon as the same may be made made for
ment which may be disturbed on
the collection thereof,
b
pe
resc
rervibe
which are subject to lose through non' of the sewer natem and of maintained in the Depreciation • lining to said public project, and available, declaring that all unis
.edci in this Ordinance shall
his premises during the construe- --THEREFORE,
NOW.
THE
Find. shall be adjusted upward in , that the holders of any of said oonnected
fire or windstorm and will carry financing future extensions.
from time to time and
:sources of flowable sew- BOARD EF TRUSTEES OF THE non, of running the sewer line
addit- proportion
to the amount of ad- bonds shall have the right at all age, where sewers
adeqoate public liability insurance. ; ions and Improvements to said cornfrom the blinding located on his whenever required so as to produce
are
or
may
hereKENTUCKY,
OF
OTTY
HAZEL,
reasonable times to inspect the
ditional parity bonds tamed
arid will carry. tor the benefit of I bmed and consolidated public
after be made available shall con- DOES
premises to the point in said pro- Income and revenues from the
watORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
, public project and all records, acthe holders of the bonds, insurance 'Cr and sewer project by the hparty line or easement where such municipal waterworks system and/or
stitute a public nuisance which shall
SECTION 17. GENERAL COV- , counts and data of the City
MONTHLY
RATES.
INECTION
1.
reiat- be abated, and establishing
ot the kinds and in the 'amounts • snarler or additional bonds from ENANTS
the municipal sewer system.
li
Is brought by the City from
penThat there shall be and there sewer line
enanta
ing thereto.
agreements as may be
adequateand
normally carried by private con- tune to time which will be payable
to comply
to serve such premises.
altars and effecttve dates, and It is
with such covThe City covenants that so long
are
established
hereby
from
and
afAs boon as may be feasible after
peones or other municipalities in : from the income and revenues of as
hereb
SECTION S. COSTS OF INSTAL.
- ter the effective date of this Orany of the itia.000 of bonds here- the dive of each fiscal
year, and merit of and ordinance lo
by
the operation of similar properties said project. and will rank on a in authorized
the
TION
City in connection
costs aAnNDd
:
ex nc
contract- dinance, monthly rates or charges- LrgiAl
:EM
incNid
IFIC
ent Atm- with
or bonds ranking on in any event not later than
15. eprucuz
ith the Revenue
sixty ual and for the benefit of
Bond Issue fi
the hold- 'for the use and services of the oorn- TION.
arming referred to
herein.
SECTION
RAT,
any equipment no longer usable or
needed, any tapping or conneoLion
tees, fees or charges from potential
customers, and the proceeds of any
proparny damage ineurance net Mrmedietely used to replace the deinaged or destroyed pmperty.
Whenever there shall have been
accumuiated in said Depreciatiott
88.30D.10
Fund the arnbabt
Is an amount equal to 10 percent of
the face value of said $111.000 of
authorised), the
heroin
bonds
monthly payment& into said Fund.
may be order of the Board at
Trustees be diverted into the Sinking Fund to be held as a pert at
the Reserve Fund therein, which
Fund may then be used to redeem
bonds only after the storententioned Reserve Lund shall have accumulated beyond the minimum
hereurebove
prescribed;
amount
provided. howeier, that, payments
into the Deprecmtion !Mud shall
be resumed whenever, and so king
as. necessary to restore and maintam said balance us the sum of
$8.200 00.
As and when additional parity
bonds are tssued, provision shall be
made for additional payments into
the Depreciation Fund, and for increasing the Depreciation Reserve
within the years from the date of
nominee cif such additional parity
bonds, by an amount equal to 10
percent cif the face value of said
additional panty bonds.
All funds in the Depreciation
Fund shall be kept apart hem all
other municipal funds and shall
be deposited. secured and or invested in the same manner as herein provided for he deposit and security of the Sinking Pund.
All funds us the Depreciation
Fund shall. except as provided herein, be expended in balancing any
deprecnsuon in said public water
and sewer project and in making
new construction, extensions or additions to said public project
Withdrawals and disbursement&
may be made from mud Depreciation Fund and transferred to the
Sinking Fund tatter the Reserve
Fund therein has been exhausted, If
and to the extent required In order
to prevent default in the payment
cif the principal of or interest on
any bonds outstanding pursuant to
this ordinance, and to the extent
of such requirements, said Depreciations Ftmd is hereby pledged for
that purpose, provided. however. If
any moneys In said Depreciation
Fund are so used, the same shall
be restored as soon as poatible,
through the resumption of monthly
payments from
said -Revenue
Lund" into said Depreciation Fund.
Whenever all specified and remitred transfers and pay/dents into
the special funds hereiribefore provided have been made and there
Is a balance in the Revenue Fund
m excess of the
e=
=
e:rre
required to be soes
paid into such special funds during
such
months.
succeeding
three
the
excess shall be deemed and consul-
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I and connection of
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neipecuve preplan* where such rears brought to serve
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TIMES

the Ordinance duly enacted by the
Board of Trustees of said City on
Okstuber 7, 1963; that said ordinance has been ordered to be
published as required by law, and
that said ordinahoe liPPeara as a
matter a public record in the City
Orciinanoe BD*.
IN WITNESS WHEREM,I have
hereto set my hand as City Clerk
and the official seal of the City on
this 7th day of October, 1963.
W. B. Mlletead
City Clerk
(Seal of City)
LIBRARY NOTES
The Library Is preparing for a
fall cleaning. Murray State College
fraternity, Pi Kappa Alpha, has
promised to wash windows and wax
floors. The Regional Librarians
moved bookshelves Thursday, October 10, to create a space for growing. It le a decided improvement
with better lighting, more floor
'Pace, and the books are in reasonably good order.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE NINE

IVAIONT DAM
•
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ITALY
"X" LOCATES the Vaiont (VaJont) Dam in Italy, where a
big landslide sent a 300-foot
wall of water down the narrow Piave River Valley, killing m.re than 9,000 persons.

!READ THE LEDGER'S
flASSIFIED ADS

WHEAT FOR ON CURTAIN—Much U. S. surplus wheat is stored In the Kansas City, Mo.,
area, and this is one of the big elevators there, with boxcars lined up waiting to be loaded,„President Irennedy approved a "one shot" 9250 million sale to the Soviet by private 1,
sh.tradera over the next several months."
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if rates and charges
us Ordinance shall
time to time and
NS so as to produce
!venues from the
vorks system and or
Ins' sewer system,
Ply with such coyas may be
7ItY in connection
le Bond Issue !Into herein.
SPECIAL RATES,

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY shall, before erecting the same, exOF HAZEL, KENTUCKY, TAKENG hibit to the City satisfactory evidNOTICE OF CONCURRENT PRO- ence that a means has been or will
ameatios cr TEE BOARD or be provided for connecting the
TILE OITY TO UNDERTAKE THE sanitary sewerage drain tram such
ocearrkuarioN OF A MUNICI- building Or structure with the munPALLY OWNS() SEWER WEI- icipal sewer system.
Beetles' it The owner of all houses,
TZEL RISTJERINO ALL SOURCES
ORWAOR TO BE buildings or properties, used for
OCININIECIEREI THERIEWTIII IF human occupancy, employment, reOOKIANOTION IS
AVAILABLE. creation, or other purposes, situ..
OR 18 SOON AN THE SAME MAY ed within the City and to which
BE MADE AVAILABLE, AS IfERE- sewer service Is made available by
LN
DECLARING ALL the City, is hereby required at his
UNCONNECIED SOURCES OF expense to install suitable toilet
PLOWABLE eilDWAOK WHERE factlEdes therein and to eionwoot
OR MAY HEREAF- such facilities directly with such
SECTION 16. BILLING COL- eanirxeits ARE
TER BE MADE AvArLABLE, TO available public sewer In accordance
LECTIONS, PENALTIES.
A PUBLIC NUIS- with the requirements of this orThe rates or charges aforesaid OONETITUTE
SHALL BE ABAT- dinance.
shall be baled monthly on or about ANCE WHICH
Section 7. All cost and feepenee
PENALTIES:
the first of each month., and all ED; ESTABLISHING
incident to the installation and
bills for such service shall be con- AND ESTABLISHING IERFECTIVE
connection of a building sewer shall
DATES.
sidered due and payable ten (loi
WHEREAS, the Mayor and the be borne by the owner, who shall
days after readition. 11 a bill is not
of Trustees of the City ed indemnify the City from any loss
paid as aforesaid within such ten Board
Hazel. Kentucky, have heretofore or damage that may directly or
day period, there shall be Imposed
determined that the promotion and indirectly be occasioned by the Ina penalty on each bill not so paid,
preservation of the public heath. salleelon of the building sewer. All
in an amount equal to ten percent
safety and general welfare of said connections shall he made wider
(10 percent) of the charges (other
City and of all of its citizens and the supervIsion of the Superintendthan sales tax) shown on the face
d er syasexi or other
rir
ul:
inhabitants require the construc- ent ogf
amount of said bill not so paid. If
official of the City.
tion and installation of a municipal duly
a bill is not paid within the first
Beetles IL • It shall be unlawful
sanitary sewer system, including
thirty day period after said due
sanitary sewers, a sewage treatment for any person to construct or
date, the charges shown on such
maintain • privy, well, Tratta,
plant and appurtenant
bill shell be deemed delinquent,
spool, oistem, septa tank or simiand
and the City Attorney le hereby auWHEREAS, the preservation at lar contrWasce for the reception of
thorized and directed to enforce
the public health, safety and gen- flowable _selvage where sewers are
and collect any such charges reeral welfare of said City require available, add all such privies, wells,
nuoinivi delinquent for a period of
that existing methods of sewage vaults, essegweit, caliterns, septic
thirty days.
disposal in said City be terminated tanks, faiilitiles mid sander contrivances Mall he removed by the
SECTION 17. DELINQUENCIES; and that all sources of floe/sole
owners and the occupants of preOF
WATER sewage be required to be connected
DLSOONNECTION
to the municipal sewer lines of mises where sewers are presently
SERVICE; RECONNECTION.
available, or as soon as the same
If a bill Is not paid after re- said City as soon as such connection
hereafter may be made available.
maining delinquent for thirty days, is made available,
TIlE All such privies, facilities and other
NOW,
THEREFORE,
the Superintendent of the watermeans of casting or depositing sewworks system shall thereupon turn BOARD OF TRUSTERS OF THE
age into a container above or below
off the water of such user accord- CITY OF HAZEL, KEN MOLLY,
the surface of the ground, or upon
ing to the current practices existing DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. Definitions. As used or into the soil or into any running
at the time of the turnoff for either
or percolating stream of eater or
water or *ewer delinquents, and may in this Ordinance, the following Into
any dater or well, where by the
further use of the water terms have the furrowing respective
•
sail is conteseinated with such sewfacilities of the City until payment meanings unless the context indi- age,
are hereby declared to be unIn full is Made. That if such Water cates or requires otherwise:
(as "City" means the City of lawful and to constitute a nuisance.
service 111 Cut Off by the City, reSection 9. It shall be unlawful
11/
connection of such service shall not Hazel. Kentucky. and where the for
any person to place, deposit, or
be made until the owner or user context so indloate-s, actions on its
Trustees of permit to be deposited in any unpays all charges and penalties owed behalf by the Board of
sanitary manner upon public a'
plus the amount of Fne Dollars said City, or such other body
authority over private property within the City,
(85.00) as a disconnection and re- shall be vested with
the municipal sewer system of the any garbage or other objectionable
connection charge.
waste, or to discharge to any natCity.
SECTION 18. DEPOSIT IS NO
( b) "Sewer system" or -sewers" ural outlet within the City, any
EXCUSE FOR DELINQUENCY.
mean the City of Hazel municipal sewage, industrial we.. or other
The foregoing provisions are in- sewer system which provides, or as polhlted waters, except where suittended to and shall apply regard- may hereafter provide, for the able treatment has been provided
less of the availability of any in- drainage, treatment and diaposal under the supervision of the Sup•
itial deposit required by this or- of licend or flowable sewage wastes. erintendent of the municipal sewer
dinance.
(c) "Premises" means arid in- system or other duly authorised
cludes all structures and improve- City official.
SECTION 18. RECORDS AND ments having
Section 10. No substances shall be
flowable sewage
AUDITS.
!wastes which should be drained, placed or discharged into the munThe rates, rentals and charges treated or disposed of in the Inter- icipal sewer system which will crefor the !tee of and services renderof the public health, safety and ate a combustible, gaseous, exed by the municipal waterworks general welfare, and specifically in- plosive or inflammable condition
and sewer system' shall be billed cludes, but not by way of limiting in said system. nor shall any suband collected by the City, and the the ganenility of the foregoing, all stances or objects be placed or discharged into the municipal sewer
full amount of the proceeds for
hogats. beluees, sPartrnents, hotels,
each service shall be aeposited. as motels, trailer camps, manufac t ur- system which will not dissolve and
received, and set aside' into the ing, business, commercial or in- will thus cause an obstruction and
separate special funds designated. dustrial establielunents and other clogging within said system. No
In such manner as the Superin- structures of any and every nature petroleum products shall be placed
or discharged into the municipal
tendent of the systems may require whatsoever.
but subject to any different desigid) The sewer system or systems sewer system.
Section 11. This ordinance may
nation which may be made in any are -available" as that term is
ordinance relating to the issuance used in this Ordinance, to any pre- be amended at any time to provide
of Revenue Bonds The records of mises which abut upon any Street, more detailed regulations as to the
the City with respect to charging, road, alley, public way or easement requirements for connection to the
billing, collecting and accounting in which there exists a sewer ape, sewer system of the City, provided,
for water and sewer service shall main, lateral or other structure or however, that this ordinance canbe audited as, least once each twelve installation of the sewer system not be amended in any way which
months by an independent licensed capable of receiving flowable wastes may .adversely affect the interests
public accountant, and a report in which the City has brought a of holders of outstanding bonds,
thereof shall be filed with the City sewer line to a point located at the constituting an encumbrance against
Clerk, or in such manner and at edge of the property line tor ease- the municipal sewer system or
such other time or times as may ment) of the owner of such pee- against the revenues thereof.
Section 12. Any person, firm or
be provided in any ordinance relating to the issuance of Revenue
Section 2. All owners and occup- corporation violating any of the
shall
Bonds. The cost of such audit
ants of premises where sewers are provisions of this Ordinance, or
be remained and paid as an ex- hereafter made available, shall, failing or refusing to comply with
pense of operation and mainten- within sixty i6i1n days from the same, whether or not he, she or
ance of the municipal wateraorks date that the Superintendent of the It shall be the owner or the ocand sewer systems.
sewer system, or other duly author- cupant of the premises involved.
Five
ized official of the City, furnishes shall be fined not less than
SECTION 24. SEVERABILITY
the owner of such property notice, Dollars ($5.00) nor more than
If any clause, provision. Paraeither by personal written notice or Twenty Dollars 420.00) for each
graph or section 01 this Ordinance
by notice published in a local news- offense. Each day such person, firm
by
unenforceable
or
void
ruled
be
circulation or corporation fails to or refuses
general
of
paper
any court of competent jurisdiction, throughout said City, that such to connect the sanitary sewer drain
intended
I.
thereof
remainder
the
ownsewer line is installed, placed in from any property or building
to be enacted and shall be in lull operation and available, connect ed or occupied by him, her or It
notwithstanding.
affect
force and
therewith all sanitary sewerage with the municipal sewer system,
and each day any privy, well, vault,
SECTION 21. ALL FORMER drain pipes of such premises.
'Section 3. All connections shall pool, cistern, septic tank or sitniler
PROVISIONS REPEALED, EFas contrivance, into which such sewFECTIVE DATE OF ORDINANCE be made under such regulations
City may establish by ordin- age is cast or permitted to be disAll City ordinances or parts of the
Failure to effect such con- posed of, is kept or maintained in
ordinances, insofar as same may be ance.
each
nection is hereby declared to be violation of this Ordinance,
repealed,
are
herewith,
conflict
In
unlawful and shall constitute a day any storm water drain remains
efshell.take
Ordinance
this
and
nuisance. No storm water drain connected to any separate sanitary
fect from and after its passage, apother
shall remain connected or be con- sewer, and each clay that any
provided
as
publication
proval, and
is violated, shall
nected with any separate sanitary provision hereof
herein
rates
the
that
except
by law,
sewer heretofore or hereafter con- constitute a separate offense.
prescribed shall be effective on the
structed as, or made a part of, the
provided.
Section 13. If any clause, provisherein
dates
respective
sewer system of the City, nor shall
of this Ordinance
Approved on this 7th day of Oc- any storm water be otherwise in- ion, or section
be ruled void or unenforceable by
tober, 1363.
sanseparte
such
any
troduced to
any court of competent jurisdicW. P. Russell
itary sewer.
tion, the remainder thereof is inChairman, Hoard of Trustees,
Section 4. No sewer taps (break- tended to be enacted and shall be
City of Hazel, Kentucky
effect notwithing or entering into sewer lines of In full force and
Attest:
the City) shall be made by any standing.
W. B. Milstead
person, firm or corporation except
City Clerk
Section 14. All ordinances or parts
CERTIFICATE OF CITY CLERK the City. The City will, upOn ap- of ordinances insofar as same may
and payment of any be in conflict herewith, are reI, W. B. Millstead, hereby certify plication to,it
connection fee, as may pealed, and this Ordinance shall
that I am the duly qualified and tapping or
by the City, tap the take effect from and after its pasacting City clerk of the City of be prescribed
and run a lateral to the sage, approval, and publication as
Hazel, Kentucky, and that the fore- city sewer
of property line of any applicant provided by law.
going -Ordinance is a true copy
the where sewers are available. and any
Approved on this 7th day of Octhe Ordinance duly enacted by
installations or attachments
tober, 1963.
Board of Trustees of said City on and all
apthe
by
made
be
shall
thereto
ordinance
W. P. Russell
October 7, 1963. that said
plicant under the directions and Chairman, Board
of Trustees.
has been ordered to be published
provided
City,
the
of
supervision
said
that
City of Hazel, Kentucky
as required by law, and
conbe
shall
herein
nothing
that
of
matter
(Seal of City)
Ordinance appears as a
trued a.s requiring the City to Attest:
public record in the City Ordinance
furnish a sewer connection or sewer W. B. Milstead
Book.
where a
have Services to any premises
City Clerk, City of Hazel, Kentucky
IN wrrrnms WHEREOF, I
city sewer is not available at the CERTIFICATE OF CITY CLERK
Clerk
City
as
hand
my
set
hereto
application is made.
the
that
time
I, W. B. Milstead, hereby certify
and the official seal of the City
Section 5. That all architects, that I am the duly qualdied, and
this 7th day of October, 1963.
contractors, builders or other per- aoting City Clerk of the City of
'
W. B. Milstead
who shall hereafter erect new Hazel, Kentucky and that the foresons
City Clerk
where sewers are available, going Ordinance is a true copy of
premises
(SEAL OF CITY)
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SIEFIRCIIVE DATE
'BARGEES

In the event that the sewage, water or other liquid wastes being
discharged into the municipal so.er system from any premises shaS
contain unduly high concentrates
of any substances which add to the
operating costs of the munpal
sewer system, then special ragas,
rentals or charges may be established, charged and colleoted as to
such buildings or premises, or the
owner or other Interested party mag
be required to specially treat sixth
sewage, water or other liquid wastes before it 19 discharged into the
municipal sewer system.

Till•LILDGESA

•

•
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WASHES LOADS AS BIG AS

1

GETS THEM REALLY CLEAN!
11111111111111•1111111111111111

NEW,1964

NEW,1964

WASHER

DRYER

$189"

$15995
No

payments until
January, 1964

No

payments until
January, 1964

• 1/2 HP MOTOR ... EXCLUSIVE WITH
HOTPOINT
• ALL PORCELAIN—INSIDE AND OUT
ON ALL MODELS AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
• Fountain Filter Washing Action
• Two Lint Filters
• Giant Capacity Tub
• Rugged, Extra-Strong Transmission
• LPC ... Low Water Pressure Compensator

• Offers 4 Drying Selections ... Normal,
Low, Fluff-Dry, Wash 'n Wear
• Exclusive Speed-Flow Drying
• Automatic Dry Feature
• Safety Start Feature ... prevents
accidental starting
• Up-Front Lint Filter

*Selective loads as listed to user book.

90-DAY GUARANTEE
OF SATISFACTION

three-way customer
protection includes:
•
90-day Written Replacement
Guarantee of Satisfaction

WALTZ THROUGH WASHDAY
with
automatic
WASHE and DRYER!
SEE OUR OUTSTANDING CLOSE-OUT VALUES
ON 1963 HOTPOINT WASHERS AND DRYERS

5-year Parts Warranty
Against Defects
In Co-axial Transmission
1 -year Parts and Labor
Warranty Against Defects in
Material and Workmanship

INS
WIGG
FURNITURE

THE LEDGER

&

TIMES

—

THURSDAY — OCTOBER 17, 1963

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

BETTER

SHOP HERE FOR BIGGER AND

Chuck Roast

ROUND
STEAK

,b
!59c
49
! TOPPY BACON lb. 39c
99
lb. 39c
GROUND BEEF
BOSTON BUTT

SPARE RIBS

29c PORK ROAST lb. 39c
lb. 49c Canned Hams 3lbs. 2.39

lb.

• swirrs PREMIUM

SWIFT'S PRENEWNI

BACON

FIELD'S

SWIFT'S PREMIUM FILLY COOKED

lb. 49c

Hams whole or shank lb. 45c WIENERS
29c

PEAS
SARDINES
SPAGHETTI Firna:,:an""2i 25'PUNCH
ASPARAGUS ir:del of Illinois _ _19c IPEANUT BUTTER
Del Monte

Possum Brand — — — —10C

19° CAT FOOD
49'
33* MIXED NUTS — — —
3W if BO PIES — — — — - — 39'
— — —10C

Ro2v Bitten

Hawaiian

13-oz

r o:an
Pe;

b"

29c

SALAD BOWL

SEALTEST

2 gal. 63c Salad Dressing qt. 39c PUREX
1
ICE CREAM /
Pure—Safer

SLALTEST

No. 21 ('an

29c

IDEAL WITH SOUf
..`"
vc+fc-N4‘

ICE MILK
CREAM
QUICK Nesie‘.s
BABY FOOD

Kids Marshmallow

Dixie Belle

SOAP
3c° 25c FAB Re. size
49c

1 Pound

29c

3 lbs s1.69

GRAPES
LETTUCE
CARROTS

lb. 10c
head 15c
bunch 10c

lb.

3 BARS

Sweetheart

`
16-07 39

RFD -

POTATOES

29c

2 gal. 39c Pineapple Juice
1
/
box1W DOG MEAL Gaines
19c CRACK!Eas

TORAY

PIZ
•

for Linens!

DEL !HONTE - 46-Oz.

29° PINEAPPLE No2

27

°

stalk 10c

CELERY
YELLOW

ONIONS

3 lbs. 19c

HONEY DEW

MELONS
OKRA

1-Lb.

59c
29c

LUX

LIQUID

Sea Island

Quart

19t

$2.29
— — 23`
69C

k ing size

REG. SIZE

Reynolds Wrap

29c

IOU SSE!,

box 39c
Sprouts
Cauliflower head 39c
EGG PLANT lb. 15c

IINSON'S

Fine Foodsfor Fine Folks

TWIN BAG

4W

25°

